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DEAD MAN POUND
IN TRUNK IN
NEW YORK

OLD CELL HOUSE AT PEN

LANDS

AD UM

BATTLE IN PROSPECT N E

PRONOUNCED

TO-DA-

UTTEO BY FIRE

SCHMIDT'S FATE
WILL SOON BE

OF U.

WHICH

S. TO

NO. 272.

rrn ERALS
ujirhuh Dr.intr.rj rtu
niiMfiOB nnrii.'rrM

BE

New York, Dec. 2.1. "A half edu- j
j
New York, N. Y Due. 2M. A trunk
phil-- !
rated,
containing the body of a man, who hud
oroplier, tainted with hereditary insun
been bound hand mid foot and nmr- jity, who early became
dered, was dumped out of a push cart
liana Schmidt; tlie German priest was
In the center of the East side today j
jtlius described today by his counsel in
;
i
summing up at Schmidt's trial for the
and left in the gutter. The body was
murder of Anna Aiimuller. The de-- :
j
still warm.
SECRETARY LANE WANTS CONGRESS tense asked a verdict of
acquittal on ONLY EIGHTEEN MILES SEPARATES THE TWO ARMIES OF OVER
4,000
''Lookout for this trunk and we will
CAUSE UNKM3WN, BUT SMOKE WAS SEEN AT 9 A. M. ASCENDING FROM
the ground of insanity.
TO PASS A RESOLUTION EMPOWWilliam A. K. Olcotl, for the de-when we come back," said
BATTLE
DECISIVE
LOOKED
MEN.
MAY BE
FOR SOON.-GUA- YMAS
IN OLD CELL HOUSE.
FLAMES UNDER CONTROL pay you
MIDDLE VENTILATOR
fense, said his client's greatest virtue
one of the two men who led Ibe cart.
ERING PRESIDENT TO WITHDRAW
IMESTEO
was a desire lo hell) others although
67 R:"3ELS.BRiriSH LAND MARINES AT BELEZ TO PREon the! to Samuel Trable, an IS year old res!AT 11 A. M
governor Mcdonald one of the
ALL LANDS CONTAINING RADIUM
directed in the proper
ulwuya
RED CROSS TO RELIEVE
SERVE NEUTRALITY.
DESTITUTE MEXICANS
TO ORDFR OUT GUARDSMEN, dent of Pitt street. The boy watched
channels, lie insisted that Schmidt
SCENE, AND CALLS ON ADJUTANT-GENERA- L
SO SUPPLY MAY BE CONSERVED.
it for half an hour, then told a poloved the Aumnller girl and
really
THE
STATE
IN
OF SINALOA.
BUT THERE IS NO TROUBLE WITH THE CONVICTS.
liceman. The murdered man was
wanted to marry her. The prosecuabout 40 years old, and emaciated.
tion contends that this was not the
The lower part of his face was muf-He- WORKING ON NEW PLAN
case, and that Schmidt murdered the
in a red bandana handkerchief, by
girl because she threatened him with
TO REOPEN RAILROAD LINE
which the police believed he had been
SPLENDID WORK OF VOLUNTEERS
FOR EXTRACTING RADIUM disgrace if he did liol make her his
wife.
smothered.
The body had been
doubled up and packed in the trunk
THE WEST COAST
FROM INDIAN SCHOOL AND CITY with a covering of straw.
HOPE TO GET NEW TRIAL
Washington u. u, Occ ..I. Spcre.
FOR TRAIN ROBBER.
The push cart men had left plenty
Lane proposes to withdraw all
s
San ivancisco, Calif., Dec. 20.
of finger print evidence on the trunk tary
of the public domain suspected lure of the district attorney and .ludge
and equipped by these a large force
Presidio, Tex., Dee. 2!). The Mexi- relief, official dispatches today say
A Slate Roof,
Fire of unknown origin broke out
of detectives set out to find them. A of containing radiunu that this ptec- - j Gavin Craig f the Superior court to
can
federal army at Ojinagn, Mex., op- suffering is intense, with little prosof
of
the
murder
the
in the state penitentiary this morning j General Charles F. Easley, one of lag on the murdered man's coat was ions
degree
deposits may be secured for tlv express
destroying the wooden roof of cell the penitentiary commissioners stated marked N. Sebulsky Bros, Vlcksburg, general good and not become the sub- Horace E. Montague, traveling passen- posite here, after being free of attack pect of relief. Industrial plants are
house No. 1, and the roof over the this morning that the commissioners Miss. The coroner's
ger agent of the Southern Pacific is for three weeks today made ready to closed, rops are a failure because of
physician gave ject of pi i. ate speculation.
are said to be living on
main or office building, causing an
intended to build a slate roof to his opinion that he had been
,,. .M,tli,,l Ma film, t lnv in the technical error by which the lath- (ire on the first rebel that came In drought, people
Alf
strangled
leaves and bark, and many have no
timate damage of $15,000, partly cov- - replace the old wooden ones, and that to death. The neck was broken but a 'letter to
' Rb"),,1 V
ro!I,hf"VPll.ln
Fos'.cr
Chairman
..t"tliopr
sight. With 4,01)0 soldiers, command- clothing. Ten cents a day, It is rel'
red by insurance.
the work would probably be uudertak- - this
10
attorney
might have been done after house mines committee, urging iinme.
"'f; the sentence
ot death inipos- ed by nine generals, supplied with pro- ported, will feed a family. The destiA spectacular feature of the fire was en at once.
death when the body was forced inr.i diate passage ot a joint congressional
.
,
visions from the American side, the tute settlements are three days by
111
the presence of two companies of the
Special credit is due to the volun- the trunk.
resolution to empower President Wil- Til UfUII IIUll LIIE.L
from sources of supply.
federals have taken every precaution mule-bac- k
national guard, the men in their olive teer firemen, w ho for over an hour
to
son
make the withdrawals.
The gunboat Yorktown was today
to resist the 4,200 rebels advancing
drab uniforms, loaded rifles in hand, faced the Dames and blinding smoke!
surInvestigators of the geological,
to leave San Diego January
from Chihuahua, under General
surrounding the penitentiary and pre- in the ceiled-iloft of the cell house
'
have located public lands believed
to relieve the gunboat Annapolis,
j 2
itega.
A vey
senting a warm welcome to any of the fighting the flames, in an effort to preto contain the precious substance, now
The rebels, fatigued and short of ra- - j which has had a long tour of duty on
300 convicts who might take a notion vent their spreading
to the office
so Invaluable In medicine.
lions after (heir seveu day journey of the west coast of Mexico. The An-- ;
to try to escape. Governor William building.
By the terms of the proposed resomore than 150 miles overland, were mipolis will go to San Diego,
C. McDonald,
Adjutant General HerThere is no fire plug at the penitenlution, the secretary of the interior
To Preserve Neutrality.
resting at a ranch at the south end of
ring, Colonel B. C. Abbott, Colonel tiary, and Frank Owen said today that
would be authorized to "conduct ox-- ;
Mexico City, Dec. 29. The Spanish
La Mula pass.
James A. Massie, Captain Norman L. he had taken the matter up with each
plorations and researches with a view
The advance guard of the rebels was papers published in the federal capi- King, Captain Lloyd, Captain Sel.g- successive administration,
but had
to determine the practicability of de- still more than 18 miles from Ojinaga. tal comment today on the reported
man, Captain Baca, captain uoyie ana never beell aWe t0 gpt m0 RSlauea.
veloping from such ores a supply of !
The prospect was that the whole rebel landing of the six hundred British maother officers, arrived at the pen short-- , T,
t .
t
nenilentiarv
radium and to provide for the mining
would not get through the pass rines at Ihe Beliz. British Honduras.
army
ly after the mighty whistle of the is received through a four-incpipe!
ores TESTIMONY
and treatment of radium-bearinFAILS TO FIX RESP0N-lawithin
firing distance of the fed- - saying that the object of the disem- AVater and Light company at Santa which runs "OftO feet to the
city mains. OPERATORS AND STATION AGENTS in such manner as would best secure
Fe Bpread the alarm.
position tor several nays. fo lar Darkation ot these troops is known to
It. barely supplies the water for the
of radium for the use of the
oIdILIIT FUn CALUMET FIRE Onino firing has occurred between the be the preservation of neutrality and
MEET IN CONFERENCE WITH THE a supply
Governor McDonald was seen in j domestic use of the penitentiary, but
of the United Slates and ;
government
forces.
j
J.
Warden
with
consultation
against any attempted importation of
MFMPFB fir PITI7EMC lll!nMfF'0,,,'(,sinK
frequent
after all outlets had been stopped and
IJltlTIEtH Ur lilllitNJ HLUHilOEj
f
RECEIVERS OF ROAD BUT NEITHER th!Ih0TBP,,al"
officers of the federal army, includ-- i arms and ammunition through Eritlsh
McManus who was very much on the
,thls
of a steam pump at the
the
aid
by
confident! territory.
mi. Isanti piMUin urn tiiiii iiiritr
Castro, '
AS CHAS n. MOVER WO WOULD inf?
job, looking after every detail to in- pen, a splendid stream was obtained j
SIDE MAKES A STATEMENT AS TO
only two grams of radi'im at present,
tliiit KO l01lK as th(,y r()miin jn tlu; f(,
sure the safety of both prisoners and which did effective work. A line was j
England Hasn,t Heard of lt
valued
TTnited
is
at
in the
States. It
BE DONE.
tifieations ot Ojinaga they will lie
Loudon, Dec. 29. The governor of
property.
OUTCOME OF MEETING.
also laid from the fire plug at the:
'safe. The federal position they re- British Honduras has not yet advised
$120,000 a gram. All has been pro
Splendid Fire Fighting.
School for the Deaf, several hundred
cured from Europe.
the government here that British ma- sard us impregnable.
Apart from the masterly manage- feet away, and after a frozen hose "Three-fourth- s
of the radium pro
News of the rebel advance toward pines have been actually stationed on
GRAND
ment of the convicts the work of the
JURY
BEGINS
,
duced in Ihe world (luring the year
the border gave rise to conflicting re i1( Mexican frontier. Such action,
fire fighters was strikingly in evidence
"came
1912," says Secretary Lane,
One was that the federals had however, has been anticipated
with
,ort8ITC CFCCIflM TflMflDDflUf
and elicited compliments from the
Mayor Celso Lopez, as soon as thej
III) OtdOlUn I UlYIUllllUllf advanced to meet the rebels and liad the view of stopping the supply of
TRAINS BY TELEPHONE from American ores, yet we have up
vast throng of spectators gathered in fire was found to be dangerous, sent
to this time, taken no steps whatever ,
been compeliled to retreat. Another arms and ammunition to the Mexican
front of the penitentiary.
City Marshal George Armijo to the.
lo preserve for our own people this
is that the federals had left Ojinaga rebels, and guarding the British fron- The trained fire fighters of the U. scene, and he swore In several depu
in29.
Dec.
Th
Mich.,
Calumet,
St. Louis, Mo., Dec. 20.- That the invaluable metal, and our physicians
S. Indian Industrial School, 25 or 30 ties who were used to strengthen the
of telegraph opera
strong, were on the job early, as the guard force until the militia arrived. strike
tion agents on the St. L
school is nearby and when the fire
McDonald
.as. Governor
..
Francised rillroad wiil
,?-whistle blew, " Superintendent' H S. ,,jMxsoon
heard of the fire, he communicated
was the indication
Coggeshall, of the school, summoned with Adjutant General Herring, who noon,
.......
m..
his fire beys. They worked like beav immediately ordered Captain James A committee lepresenttng the opera- pean juuoihiui it:a ulih11j
try strike district this morning. Coro- Veustiano Carranza, the constitution- - cnli8t.r Lancaster in British Ho
in products."
ers. The volunteers from Santa Fe un- Baca to get out his company, while tors and sititiuu agents arrived
ner Win. Fisher called the inquest in i.i:..
of
effectiveness
In
view
a
the
known
l..f
t',r Cnrho. Ulllilft,
will
St.
Louis
whlc
confer
and
lact
in a communication
'
.......
night
iwi llirxi Ind'iu
der Fire Chief Owen were soon on the ! Captain Boyle of Company
the town hall. Tl...
F now with the receivers
"n" l,,u"u"! .Hint Cllltl,
cancer
of
In
treatment
the
of
radium
t
10
Hermosillo and No- - says: "Owing to reports that partii
o'clock
at
between
midway
scene, too, and lent their assistance being organized, began to round up
t0
capacity,
.,nH Hi., rlifficnltv now pxnerienced in e('
on the Arizona border, tne rea- - of Mexicans were crossing Into Br:
day.
e
enthusiasm and eff- his men.
with
.1
cn
A half dozen witnesses testified, in- - gales,
.....1 ueunuuie
Captain Baca with seven
The railro:u yesterday prepare for obtaining it, Secretary Lane says that,
iu ish Honduras, detachments of BritU
son tor lis unexnecieu
iciency.
men left the armory a few minutes the strike by iviviug telephone equip- as one person in every ten in tniSjCnunng airs. Aiin.e i lemens, leaner oi i(he lim,(h was 1Qt ma(k, known. The
Bv 11:30 great
bluejackets and marines have be
pillars of black before ten, and
two hours after ment installed over two thousand nile country more than 60 years of age suf- - the women's auxiliary of the Western
for
wm
be pressed landed there in order to assist in tl.-- 'i
jllsu Pnt calnl,aign
smoke still ascended from the cell that autos carried detachments
of of main line.
of
the
Federation
Miners,
to
difficult
is
organization
"it
fer from cancer,
aintenance of ord'V, and to see th'iL
im( Guavn)a8, the California gulf
house, but it was evident that the both company E and F to the scene.
.
It was 11 o'clock before the confer- overestimate the necessity for secur-- 1 wliich was distributing Christmas!
sollthern sonora which has their country is not used
illegal
streams of water had done their work
..
.......
Aside from doubling the guards on ence
"a.
supply ubB'"
Anally began, and after a ses- mg lmmeuiaieiy as large
been held so stubbornly by General Pin poses."
and the fire was under control.
a
in
out.
Italian
hall
broke
the
from
the
the
militiamen,
walls,
The; Pedro Ojeda's federals. This was anll .
Cin.taJ '
sion of an hour and a half, both sides possible of this mysterious remedy."
Maas to the Rescue.
...
. cordon of the militia were thrown
testimony of the witness disproved nounced from the military headquart......
Continuing the secretary says:
Dec. 29. General Joaquin
nue, uie cauBt ui 4U
uie m- - to nw. around the walls, about 20 men being announced there was nothing to give
Tampico,
rumors
a
itmi
generally circulated
'Radium is found in ores carrying
out.
Warden McManus
well understood,
ers here today, simultaneously with Maas, Jr., with 1,900 federal troops,
put-man
a
citizens'
were
alliance
arrived they
wearing
.T. A. Newman, vice
president of Ihe uranium and vanadium, which are
for the south of the en- leaves this city fonlght or tomorrow
ventured the opinion that it may have used. As other
m the reserve, and reliefs es- - Order of Railway Telegraphers, said used extensively in arts, and pro- ton had rushed up the stairs and the departure
of cavalry, which for San Luis Botosi, from which place
started from certain ventilator into Pl
tire
first
regiment
stood
"fire"
that
shouted
and
deputies
,.ou..
that another conference would be held cesses by which it is extracted are
conon the march instead of en- communication with the north
which bits of paper have been thrown woiisiiea every
out
set
back
at
of
the
stairs
and
beat
the
foot
The cell house which was burned this afternoon but a representative of secret. A process has been Invented
of heavy
tinues
for years. At any rate the smoke was
Reports
interrupted.
training.
tesout
All
hall.
of
the
those
of the wild ones, as the receivers said it seemed to be up
by the chemists in our bureau of tified coming
first seen ascending from the middle was the home
Already there are in the vicinity of- lighting between the federals and rebto the effect that they had not
,
,,,
ij oii ..uu.iv ......,i they- are called, which classification - to the strike committee as to when mines which promises, from the labor- seen
IU tne urn
more than 2000 rebel in- els at various points as far as Saltillo
VeillliaLUl
Guavmus
ala
man
citizens
wearing
embraces all life men, long term pris- the conference would take place.
an alarm was turned in
atory experiments thus far made, to lianceany
the most part composed oi nave been received nere.
for
fantry,
nor
button come, up the stairs
There
This was taken as an indication that be successful. Under the endowment
The railroad between Tampico and
When it was realized that the roofs oners, and desperate characters.
in the hall wearing such Yaqui and Mayo Indians, who have ex 104
any
person
and
in
200
the
were
cells
building,
demands
had
the
refused
is
an
now
the receivers
durSan Luis Fotosi, on the operation of
made of wood were sure to prove
l0t two Americans, a building
in
Sonora
in
the
celled
fighting
a button.
ce,11
the
new
where
in
house,
the
cells
j
of the telegraphers.
revolution. The cav- j which depends the oil supply of the
being erected In Denver (which, with
easy prey for the flames, every effort
Mrs. Clemens had been generally ing the present
was made to get big streams of water short term men and the trusties were
Springfield, ' Mo., Dec. 29 Tele- its equipment, will be opened for work
pti v which left todav will be used for roads and factories of the country,
f
Warllttve
those
ont!
The
perSt.
the
problem facing
in the rnminir Februarvl in which an
on top of the buildings but the water quartered.
phone service installed by
The desertions from the was clear this morning, one train ar- Louis and San Francisco railroad in effort will he made in nrnve the com-- ! sislently circulated the report that the scouting.
pressure was found inadequate, ac- den McManus tonight is the caring
at Guaymas have en- riving here direct from San Luis Pofederal
garrison
will
man
of
fire
who
false
the
alarm
He
200
for
celless
the
gave
prisoners.
train
anticipation of a strike by the sys- inercial possibility ot this American
cording to the warden. Sufficient presthe insurgent com- tosi. A military construction
greatly
couraged
on
wore
an
button
but
and
alliance
the
out
withturn
put
his
'
trusties,
tem's 110 telegraphers worked
II ciieeeauf'nl
this nrnppRH
sure was obtained, however, by using probably
nirtrufi
federal artillerymen also left that city for the north.
Three
manders.
101
while
in
8,lin(1
disclaimed
the
the
"wild
ones"
were
cells,
any knowledge
out a hitch today and all trains
8.1,e
the penitentiary water pumps and to
will he given to the world, and all the
arrived here today at the insurgent
one of these the Santa Fe hose was the remainder will be bunked on the moving on schedule time, according to radium secured over and above a of that kind and asserted she had seen base at
Maytorena and reported that EXAMINING THAW
room.
none
new
of
floor
citizens' alwith
affiliated
the
the
dining
an anotincement here by E. D. Lovey, small minimum will be the property of
attached. Two big streams were then
AS TO HIS SANITY.
most
gun crews had desertOjeda's
Wood
to
Davis
the
an
of
the
The
organization opposed
gun supply
assistant general manager of the road. the United States and will be put into liance,
kept in action, one on the cell house
was believed,
Th
it
is,
their
ed
posts.
commandeer--ehall.
come
was
into
the
Hardware company
strike,
About 400 telegraphers were off duty the hands of the United States
and the other on the office building.
al- Concord. N. H., Dec. 29. The compublic
Congressman MacDonald of Calu- - would render the federal artillery also mission
by Marshal Armijo when he first today as a result of the dismissal or- health service for
The first floor of the office building
use.
public
appointed by the federal court
was
most
lt
reported
useless,
j
noon
at
met reached Calumet
today
Station agents all
is occupied by the offices of the war- went to the scene with a few special der last night.
be
to determine whether it would
"Under all these circumstances, it and
two
federal
of
the
gun
one
that
of
the
only
began an investigation
den and his assistants; the second deputies.
along the line were reported at work seems to me that the only prudent
to admit Harry K. Thaw to bail
safe
in
remained
bay.
boats
Guaymas
The two militia companies face the today, offering no objection to their course that the United States can fol- strike situation and Italian hall tragefloor is used for the warden's quarters
Matte-- a
Constitutionalists may use some resumed its examination of the
and the third Is for the women prisexaminaThis
wan
low is to withdraw such of its lands dy.
today.
elimifugitive
to
effort
In
an
John B. Densmore, solicitor of
heavy artillery
(Continued on page eightl.
(Continued on page eight)
oners and for the chapel.
of the "case book"
as are supposed to contain radium
of labor, is expected to- nate the danger of a bombardment of tion and the study
Matteawan
of
covering
the
hospital,
from public entry. This will guard morrow.
locaThe
water.
Union officials will urge on the town from the
against these land being taken by both of these the necessity of a fed- - tion of C.iiaymas, set deep on Ihe range Thaw's record at that institution will
a week.
inose wno wouiu noi pui mem 10 ineir!pra investigation,
of hills, always had rendered it dif- - occupy
" ,
highest and most beneficial use. It
denied reported flrnlt to approach, especially in face
;
sheriff jam(1
ni which
would be unhuman to. deprive other lnBS(.rtlon(1 or tllP MoVpV fedoratioti of fire, fron the bay, but the Import-- !
""""? ,,Pf may be heard.
any
nations access to our radium deposits (n .
jvP11 n0 protection here. ance of possessing the town in order
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''ti8(0

::.air,:Lai:,r6,fistn'nmiROAD is dispatching
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if they alone are masters of the secret
by which this mineral could be se-cured and it is believed there is a suf-ficient amount of oarnotite and pitch
blende already in private ownership
in Ibis country to permit of continued
and pro-European experimenlation
duction. The people of the United
States, however, should be entiled
to protection against the exhaustion of
this resource and its exclusive cniitio!
by the scientists of other lands."

"

PROMINENT NEW YORKERS
INDICTED FOR PERJURY.

'tip 'm
t-

-

V32

"

...

I

-

...

THE NEW MEXICO STATE PENITENTI ARY.
photograph taken during the construction of the new cell houej. The left wing, known ae the old
tell Aouse, was burned today, only th e stone walle and concrete and ateel cslls remain.
From

Edward M.
Grout, former controller of New York
City, once president of the borough
of Brooklyn, and a former law partner of the Into Mayor Gay nor, was today indicted on a charge of perjury.
He is accused of having made a false
report to the superintendent of the
banks of the resources or the Union
of Brooklyn, of which he was for
two years president. .
James Pashley, cashier of the in-- ,
stitution was also indicted on the
same charge. Both waived examina- tion and were given ten days in
to plead.
7 heir indictment tgrew out of an in- vestigatlon by the state banking de-partment Of the affairs ot the bank aft-- er it closed its doors in April, 1910.
New York,

i
i

The eheriff declared that for several
weeks, Moy'er and all other officials of
the federation had been guarded by
deputies. He has been unable to get
t0 the bottom of the mystery sar'rounding the deportation of Mover.
Mrs. Thereso Sizer the only witness
'at the inquest who saw the man who
"til-..,l,.crih.,l liur evnerimee
graphically. She was standing on a
table near the stage, attempting to re-strain a rush of children towards the
Christmas tree.
When she heard the alarm, she
Ihe t:;li!f .ind ran to the
;iiii,.,1
man and grasped him by the shoulders.
"Man, man what are you doing
"There is a fire," he replied.
"No, no, keep Btill, said Mrs. Sizer
and tried vainly to force him into a
chair.
All in the back of the hall were
rushing toward the exit and the panic
was beginning to spread to those
'about the stage. Mrs. Sizer quit
ing with the man. ran on the platform
:and began to play loudly on the piano.
Then the panic began to die down,
Mrs. Sizer described the man as of
dressed in dark
medium height,
clothes, and said he had a dark
tache. She said he wore no button or
other insignia and was not near the
entrance of the hall when she first

Dec.

20.

1

mous-whic-

1

(Continued on page four).
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i

bi&muk

rum om

0N TANGO

IS

DANCING.
X

1

'

1

argil-ban-

to renew railway communication be- tween Sonora and Sinaloa has led mil- itary officials here to determine to
make an attempt at investment, and
posibly an asault of the federal po-sition.
Red Cross to the Front.
Washington, D. C. Dec. 20 Further relief for Mexicans made dest
tu)P ov the revolution in Sinaloa is
Ai
bpinR j,innned by the Bed Cross.
supplemental appropriation to $.",00,.
is bring plan-- !
(10ft already furnished
Dr. H. C. Mensendlek, an Amer- np(
or.
imnrimn rnn- t..,,, T,i,,...?i
sniar onihorilleH w ill administer thei

'

i

X

Bar de Luc, France, Dec. 29.
The bishop of Besaucon today is- - IS
sued a pastoral letter forbidding X
t ie UanCing OI tile tango
Ula J
diocese.
"The tango is intensely dan- - Sk
X
gerous," he says.
dis- "u is one of tne
solvents of the
morality of SS
France."
111

Sratt

X

SS

j

MADRID MINER HERE TO
FA eE CHARGE OF MURDER
E. Kipele, a Madrid miner, Is now
in the city jail and at 2 p. m. he will

be given a hearing before Justice Garcia on the charge of shooting aud killing Dave Hamm at Madrid.
According to reports received here,
the shooting took place at 1:30 p. m.
Saturday and caused great excitement
at the coal camp. Hamm Is said to
have been "celebrating" and is alleged
to have struck a woman and then to
have wielded an axe.

Kipele is alleged to have picked up
have fired two
rhots. Hamm's body showed tvo
wounds, one in the arm aud the other
in the chest.
It is said that Kipele will plead
,and that he will be represented at the hearing tomorrow by a Santa Fe attorney.
Kipele was arrested Saturday evening by Sheriff Closson and brought to
the city jail.

a shot gun and to

self-defen-

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN.
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BOARD MEMBERS
AMONG
RETURN FROM A
SAN DIEGO TRIP

PREPARED

WE ARE

Candy, Fruits, Nuts, Turkeys, Chickens,

YOUR EYES!

RESULTS

Try This Free Prescription

Do your eyes give you trouble? Do
CURRENCY BILL WILL TEND
you already wear eyeglasses or specexposition, lias just returned from a
OF DE- tacles?
THE DIVERSION
TOWARD
Thousands of people wear
trip to the coast city where he accom"windows" who might easily dis
these
panied the other members of the comCENTERS-FAVORS
POSITS TO RESERVE
You may be one
mission to select a site and set the
pense with them.
of these and it is your duty to save
wheels in motion that will make New
WOMAN SUFFRAGE COMThe
.Mexico a factor in the Panama-Pacitiyour eyes before it is too late.
MITTEE IN HOUSE.
eves are neglected more than any
exposition. The board has adopted a
her organ of the entire body. Af
plan for New .Mexico's building and
will in a few days let the contract for
ter you finiBli your day's work you sit
(By Cilson Gardner.)
down and rest your muscles, but how
the building of the same. Among
Washington, D. C, Dec. 29. Among iii'out your eyes? Do you rest them?
other good things that Mr. Clark did
which the oa know you do not. You read or
when he was at San Diego was to ar--j the many incidental things
new curren y hill does, the one big do something else that keeps your
range with the l.ayne & Bowler peo- it will tend to ac- eyes busy; you work your eyes until
pie for the Installation of a complete important thing
is
division of deposits mi go to bed. That is why so many
the
complish
pumping plant just outside ot the New
in country banks h :n e strained eyes and finally other
.Mexico building. The Western Gas originally made
which have tended in the past to flow ye troubles
that threaten partial
Engine company will install one of.
as
their latest improved engines that into New York and there be used ex- ( r total blindn"ss. Eyeglasses are
crutches;
they never cure,
burns the lowest grade of oil and the loans to members of the stock acfor carrying speculative
hie free prescription which has bene-Tiei
change
snow
how
the
will
complete plant
will tend in the
the eyes of so many may work
desert is being reclaimed in the .Mim- - counts. These funds
re- - i.iiinl wonders for you.
Use it a short
lirfia vallev 111. PrirtHlfS rpcinn and future to be held in the various
to, Per; time. Would you like your eye troubles
the Pecos valley in New Mexico. The "ve cellters alld flom "'
into the legitimate channels of to disappear as if by magic? Try this
pump will throw at least 1000 gallons Relate
cription: Go to the nearest wide
demonstrate lo "uue; uruvv uic uuicu
ner
.i,i,,iu nnrt
of awake drug store and get a bottle of
the thousands of visitors at the fair " Wall street banks The effect
bottle
will be good, though Optona tablets; fill a
in! hmv rn mnirlp nf the niimn Is the legislature
The most Immediate effect with warm water, drop in one tablet
gradual.
as
the
blossom
the
desert
making
to restore conf- mul allow it to thoroughly dissolve.
he commission agreed to me will be a tendency
lose.
With the liquid bathe the eyes two
a general loosening of
luence
and
12x14
in
sise
of
feet
a
map
making
four times daily. Just note how
j'o
water
the
belts, irrigations
showing
.nickly your eyes clear up and how
insections, mining interests, grazing
Hoon the inflammation will disappear.
It is a matter of interest and
terests, the Elephant butte project,
Don't be afraid to use it; it is abso-which will be finished by that time,
harmless. Many who are now
Mutely
and many interesting features of the only presidential primary bill intro- Mind
have saved their eyes had
might
duced for carrying out President Wil17th state.
started to care for them in
!they
E. A. Malcom and E. B. Garcia, of son's recommendations In his recent ;time. This is a simple treatment, but
Los Angeles are opening on Silver message to congress is one by Repre 'marvelously effective in multitudes of
avenue the tinest dry cleaning estab sontativc A. AV. Lafferty, of Oregon. ,'"aEes. Now that you have been warn-- i
lishment in the southwest. They are This bill made Its appearance before t?d, don't delay a day, but do what
equipping it with the best machinery the president's recommendation, and vou can to save your eyes and you
that' can be obtained, and are arrang- is understood to have been drawn by ire likely to thank us as long as you
ing to do a very large business. Both the Progressive party's legislative bu live for publishing this prescription.
are optimists regarding Demlng and reau in New York, lafferty was
Somehow or
its future growth and have equipped merely the vehicle.
CALL THE
suflicient to handle the busines of .1 other no great enthusiasm has de THEV CAN
lead
Democratic
the
among
veloped
TEACHER ANY NAME
city of thirty or forty thousand.
ers for this presidential primary sug
The church Christmas trees in
were the most elaborate that have gestion,
Moral, Kan., Dec. 29. For a high
ever been seen in the town. The en
school girl to call the Principal
tertainment at the M. E. church packsyn- "Daddy" and "Snookums" and to reThat the
ed the building to the doors long be- dicate did actually decree the closing fer to her history instructor as "Pete"
fore the time for the exercises to up of Alaska's resources by forbiddii.g is contemptuous, but the School Board
begin, and a feature of the event was the construction of railroads until is the Court of last resort In such a
that every child whose name is on the such time as the syndicate should he case, and Its acts are not subject to
Sunday school register, as well as that permitted to get title to the coal land? judicial review, according to a deof every adult, received a Christmas as contemplated by the Cunningham cision rendered here today by Judge
greeting in the form of a well filled and other coal claims, was proved by Foust, in the District Court, when
sack of nuts, confections and fruits. A official documents in a speech by Rep- dismissing a suit brought to enjoin
very interesting literary program was resentative Irvine h. Lenroot, of Wis- the school, from suspending Miss Vicarried out under the direction of consin, made to the house while the vian Varner from attendance in the
Superintendent O. R. Iiilbro. The lit Alaska railroad bill was under consid- Moran High School.
tle tots of the Sunday school appear- eration. Anyone interested in the subTestimony was given to show that
ing on the program in various ways. ject of Alaska will find Lenroot'3 Miss Varner had referred to Principal
banta Ulaus was fittingly and very speech profitable reading, and it can Wright and to one of the teachers
ably represented by Milton W. De be secured by a postal card applica- with appelations Judge Foust finds
to be contemptuous.
Pugh, a member of the board of stew tion to him.
Miss Vawier was suspended and her
ards. One of the most satisfactory
father appealed to the Court. His atfeatures of the program was the fact
The fact that President Wilson told
that the city's poor were remembered Dr. Anna Show that he favored the torneys contended that Miss Varner's
acts were merely those of a girl full
very generously, a committee being creation of a woman
suffrage commitappointed to distribute substantial tee in the house is good reason for be- of life, and were not intended to be
gifts to those who were unfortunate.
that such a committee will be disrespectful.
Jude Foust ruled that it was beyond
Practically the same program that was lieving
talked to
carried out at the Methodist church created. The president
the
power of a Court to interefer with
commitwas duplicated at the Presbyterian Chairman Henry of the rules
the
actions of a School Board unless
suftee on the subject. Henry is not a
were shown to be actuated by
church, with Rev. Duncan Matthew-sois not very friendly to the they
and
fragist
in charge, and Ed Milliken as
malice.
in Washington, but it is preworkers
Santa Clans. The poor were likewise
sumed that as one of the men reremembered by the members of the
sponsible for the party policies he A HEAVYWEIGHT
Presbyterian Sunday school.
will accept the president's suggestion
FALLS, THEN SUES
and vote to create a special suffrage
of
MemberB
the
rules
committee.
POLICE! SHE STOLE
Muncle, Ind., Dec. 29. Because she
committee who are in favor of the
WATCH FOR GIFT creation
of a suffrage committee are silpped on a banana peeling in front
grocery store,
Philip P. Campbell, of Kansas, Repub of the defendant's
Erie, Pa., Dec. 29. Mrs. A. G. Swieg-ar- t lican; Irvine L, Lenroot, of Wisconsin, Margaret Anno, 27 years old, weigh
M. Clyde ing 200 pounds, filed suit in the Cir-recently decided to get her hus- LaFollette Republican;
band a new case for his watch for Kelley, of Pennsylvania, Progressive, cuit Court against Harry Walter Jones
Christmas, but she was at loss to and possibly Edwin A. Merritt, Jr., for $10,000 damages.
know how to get his old watch and of New York, Republican. These
The city is made a defendant beremove the works. Finally she con- votes with the votes of Chairman cause it is alleged that the city auceived the idea of having a "burglary." Henry, of Texas, and Edwin W. Pou, thorities allowed Jones to obstruct
When they arose next morning the of North Carolina, Demo rats, would the sidewalk with boxes and crates,
husband's watch, his wife's watch and make six in all. The position of Dr. in violation of a city ordinance.
a small sum of money was missing Martin D. Foster, of Illinois, is still
The plaintiff says she Is a widow,
from the bed room, and a door was unknown, as he declines to say how with two
children, and that she makes
open downstairs. Mr. Swiegart was he will vote. Opposed to the creation her living by scrubbing and sweeping
and
wife
his
tried
greatly exercised,
of a suffrage committee are Thomas for other people.
to be.
W. Hardwick, of Georgia; Finis J.
The husband notified the police who Garrett, of Tennesseee James S. Can- made an investigation. This was too trill, of Kentucky, and Michael K.
much for the wife, who confessed that Conroy, of New York. In this opposishe was the "burglar" and told why. tion are seen the influences of Tam0ISCHAR8ES
Swiegart got his watch case for many and the reactionary solid south.
RELIEVED IN
Christmas, but it was a surprise.
24 HOURS!
Next time, Mrs. Swiegart, says she
The potato yield this year Is conKach Cap- J
will take the police Into her
the
above
average,
siderably
rale beirilMIDYJl
to
statistics
the
i
naimWV
gathered by
according
JtenmretfOUHtetfeilti
the department of agriculture. It is
DHUUcasTS
ALL
fall's
this
;
estimated that
crop
BIG EAGLE CAUSES
amounts to 331,525,000 bushels. The
GREAT STAMPEDE price of potatoes to the farmer is said
to be still reasonable or low and the
"The
problem
Washington, Pa., Dec. 29. Farmers department says:
LUMBER, LATH, CEMENT,
in Whitely township, near here, are seems to be one merely 0f distribtl
organizing a hunt to l:ill a huge eagle tlon."
which has been attacking stock, killIn 1911 we Imported 13 million bushWINDOWS, DOORS
ing sheep and frightening dogs
els of potatoes. But this year imporThe bird is said to be of great size, tations are to be seriously checked by
AND MOULDING
and several hunters 'lava tried in vain the department's quarantine against a
to bring it down. Sheep have been supposed disease which is believed to
killed and carried off, cattle have been exist in foreign potatoes.
stampeded and injured, and in two
cases, It is believed, dogs chased by QUEER TALES FROM
the bird have been literally scared to
ANIMAL KINGDOM
Phone 204 W
22 Sao Francisco St.
death.
The eagle first appeared a week ago.
an
American.
The Grizzly Bear is
SANTA FE, N.M.
Where it makes Its home is not Next to the Polar Bear it is the
known. It swoops down on a field largest of the bear family. The Grizwhere cattle are grazing, alights tear zly is the only American species that
does not climb trees, so man is safe
ing it with its talons.
from it "up a qree." Only a few
How' This!
species of bear are able to climb trees;
We offer One Hundred Dollars Re- all live on the ground and all are omYears
t nivorous;
courtray to ptaernl belief
ward for any case of Catarrh that
be cured by Hall's Catarrh Cure. a bear is naturally cheerful and good
PURCHASES
Elk, Deer, Buffalo, EleT. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
tempered.
We, the undersigned, have known F phants, and large cats often attack
Will get person il attention,
J. Cheney for the last 15 years, and their keepers, but bears that have
believe him perfectly honorable in all been properly reared in captivity seland the goods you get will be
business transactions and financially dom do so.
first-claIn every respect and
able to carry out any obligations made
In their natural state bears hiber
a
trifle
cheaper, because
Just
nate all winter; during this time most
by his firm.
we are not investing, our monNATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE,
of their bodily functions are entirely
Toledo, O. suspended and life is sustained by the ey in Plaza High Rents. See
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken inter- - summer. The old story of the newly
the point? Phone
tally, acting directly upon the blood awakened bear being dangerous Is
and mucous surfaces of the system. Quite fabulous; it eU very sparingly
Testimonials sent free.
Price 75 and infrequently Immediately after
cents per bottle. Sold by all Drag- - its long sleep. In captivity the bear
Store, Galisteo Street
rarely, if ever, hibernates, and the
gists.
Phon177J.
Take Hall's ramily Pills for eonstJ- - fame is true of bears in tropical

(LIGHT
THESE DAYS OF MODERN METH
Electricity plays a most Important part. The grandfather would
be amazed at the radiance of the mod- ern home and why all this light? To
make the home more homelike to make

I

c

Ducks,Oysters,Extia fancy Holly, Wreaths,
AND

OVER

A

TON

OF

INTER

XMAS

CANDY

AT

THE

PRICE.

RIGHT

GROCERY CO.

PHONE 40.

CAPITAL COAL YARD
PHONE 85 MAIN.

Woo ci

FACTORY WOOD
SAWED WOOD
CORD WOOD
ANTHRACITE COAL, ALL SIZES.

SWASTIKA LUMP
CERRILLOS LUMP
STEAM COAL

Montezuma Avenue, near A.,

&

T- -

l

j

e

S. F.

Railroad Depot.

The Denver & Rio Grande
RAILROAD COMPANY.
New

ODS,

the home the most pleasant spot on earth
tor father, mother and children. Good light
that is easy on the eyes is very much to be
desired.

POWER

1

N

Year Holiday Excursion Fares

IS QUITE SO CONVEN

as to touch the button and
your stove is ready to cook your
iron ready to use, your toasted
hurried breakfast, your vacufor
the
ready
um cleaner ready for the fray, your washer
ready to cleanse, fan ready to cool the heated rooms. Electricity will do every thing
for you. We furnish It at reasonable rates,
day and night' Estimates and full information cbeeerfully given.

j

'

Christmas and

N

j

am? eta! l

i

U

HOW TO SAVE

INCIDENTAL

Doming, N. M., Dee. 29. Sam T.
Clark, Demiiig'a member of the New
.Mexico commission to the Sun Diego THE

To take care of all Xmas orders,
large or small, on

MONDAY,

IENT

SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT CO.

Morgan-Guggenhei-

on the Denver & Rio Grande and Rio Grande
Southern Railroads In Colorado and New Mexico
TO all stations on the Denver & Rio Grande and Rio Grande Southern
Railroads In Colorado and New Mexico.
ALSO FROM all stations on the Denver & Rio Grande Railroaod to
all stations In COLORADO on the following lines: CHICAGO,
BURLINGTON
& QUINCY R. R., CHICAGO, ROCK ISLAND &
PACIFIC RY., COLORADO A SOUTHERN RY., COLORADO MIDLAND RY., FLORENCE & CRIPPLE CREEK RY., MISSOURI-PACIFIRY., SAN LUIS SOUTHERN RY., UNION PACIFIC R, R.
FROM

all stations

FARES
s
One
fare for the round trip to all points on the
Denver & Rio Grande R. R.
To all points on above Foreign Lines mentioned, the fare will be
made by the use of one first class fare for the round trip to Pueblo
r Denver plus fare and one third, Pueblo or Denver to destination.
first-clas-

one-wa-

Dates of Sale, Dec. 23d, 24tft, 251h and 31st, 1913, and Jan. 1st, 1914.
Return Limit, January 5th, 1914.
FOR INFORMATION

AS

RATES, ETC., CALL

TO

ON

WM. M. SCOTT, T. F. & P. A..
244 San Francisco Street, Santa Fe.N.'M.

L. A. HUGHES,

C. L. POLLARD,

President.

R.

J.

CRICHTON,

Manafer 4 Treasurer.

Secretary.

Lumber and Transfer Go.
(INCORPORATED)

HEADQUARTERS

iFOIR,

LUMBER OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.
Shingles, Cement, Plaster, Roofing and Building Materials of Every Description.

FAMOUS DAWSON COAL

AGENTS
GENERAL

TRANSFER BUSINESS AND STORAGE

E3p"Your Business Solicited."

n

100

and 35

W.

NEW MEXICO

Foot of Montezuma Ave.

MILITARY

INSTITUTE

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.

'The West Point of the Southwest.

Ranked as "Distinguished
institution " by the V S.
War Department.
I Loaned in the beautiful Peeos

Vsllej. 1,700 feetaboTe setlerel.
sunshine erery
Ones sir
work throughout the entire session.
Conditions for physical
and mental development are
IDEAL such aa eannot be found
elsewhere In America. Fourteen offleers and Instructors, all
(radaatea from atandard EastTen bulldlscs,
ern colleces.
modem is every respect.
Betents :
E. A. CA BOON. President.
J. E. RHEA, Vice President
J. P. WHITE, Treasurer.
JOHN W. FOB, Secretary.
W. A. FINLAY.

r Per

partlculara sad Illustrated ests--t
so. address,

COL.JAS.W.WILLSON,Sipt.

FROM SANTA FE
To El Paso, Bisbee, Douglass and all points in
New Mexico, Arizona, Mexico and to the Pacific

Coast, via NEW

MEXICO CENTRAL

to Torrance thence.

East
or
West

The

Best
Route

For Rates and Full Information, Address
El Paso, Texas.
G. F. & P.
EUGENE FOX,

At,

MULLIGAN & RISING,
FUNERAL DIRECTORS
License Numbers,

Day or Nif ht Phone, 130 Main.

ii-i7- .

Next

Door

to Postoff Ice.

CHRISTMAS
HOLIDAY

URINARY

ONE AND

RATES
FARE

ONE-THIR- D

ten-ye-

,

Phone

SHIP YOUR FREIGHT

ASK FOR TICKETS

For the Round Trip Between All
Points on the

A.T.&S.

Also to All Points on the
A. T. & S. F. R. R. IN COLORADO,

I. J. MWEfl
I

YOUR:

con-no-

GUIS ijiew
ss

FACUNDO

lDatV-5-

.

F. R.R. IN NEW MEX.,

Trinidad to Denver inclusive.
Dates of Sale, December 23rd, 24th, 25th and
31st, and Januaay 1st, 1914. Return Limit,

January 5th,

1914.

HOLIDAY RATES FOR STUDENTS IS TEACHERS
For the benefit of Students and teachers tickets will be
d
fare for the round trip besold at rate of one and
New
in
Mexico, including Coast lines west
tween all poinis
of Albuquerque, on December 19th and 20th on condition
that such parties present certificates from teacher or princiat said school.
pal of the school, showing attendance
limit January 5th,
return
$5.00,
Minimum selling rate,
1914.
one-thir-

'

For particulars, call on any agent of the Santa Fe.

ORTIZ,

Santa

H. S. LUTZ, AGENT.
New Mexico.
Fe.

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN.

29, 1913.

'MONDAY, DECEMBER

The total amount of land purchased
in the eastern states for federal forests Is nearly 800,000 acres. So far the
principal work on these areas has involved their protection against forest
tires.

In 26 Btates there are state foresters
who cooperate with private timber-lan- d
owners in solving forest

The bureau of entomology and the
forest service, working together for

"SURE ENOUGH"

LOAFING-SPO-

T!

PAGE THREE
here they will probably go to San
tonio.

THAT'S WHAT PRESIDENT

THE WEATHER

WILSON WILL FIND HIS "WINTER WHITE HOUSE" TO BE!

The forest service maintains nine the control of forest Insects, last year CORRESPONDT HAMLIN VISITS PASS CHRISTIAN. WHERE OUR EX
DAYS, AND DISCOVERS THAT THERE ARE "ALLIGATOR HOLES"
experiment stations for studies in re-- covered more than 160,000 acres in
LORE THEREABOUTS A FINE, BIG SLOOP AND A FAST MOTOR
their operations.
irorestation and similar subjects.
1

An-

Tin irjiipfrature ycsicnlay ruiiKori
WILL SPEND HIS HOLI-AN- from li to ;!'! (Iopphs; tlu- avcnij;'
T
"FISHING GROUNDS"
rphilivi' linmlflitv vv.it: 7'' imr
.,
WILL HELP SOME, TOO!
ihiv
t..mn..ri,r.,rp i,- i
Uii
degrees below t he average.
The mercury ranged from 1 to 31
degrees on Saturday.
The temperature at S a. m. today
i was
in oilier cities it was .is i'ol;lows:
J: Bismarck, tS; Boisa',
Aiiiiirillo,
1H; Cheyenne, li: Dodge city. IS; l)u
raiigo. L1; I'lagslnff ii; tlrand June-:tioS; Helena, IX: Kaunas City, "S:
pi; l.os Angeles. IS; .Mode- il,ander,
L'4:
nil. N; (iklalinnni,
I'lioenix, 4U
I'ueblo. i; Rapid City,
I'orllanil,
20; liosebiii'K. 38; Hoswell, 2": Salt
ihake. 10; San Francisco. 411; Spokane
!:i:'; Tononall. L'S; Willistnn.
1S; Win- -

ECUTIVE

n.

ti.

ll

LtrU aLL J will

neiinice-,i-

.

S.

Local Data.
Highest, temperature this (late last
lliis
year, HI!; Lowest temperature
dilate last year, Hi. Kxtreme this date
!41 years record, highest. 51 ill ISTii;
'lowest. 2 in 18M.
Forecast.
For Santa Fe and vicinity: Generaltonight;
jly fair and slightly colder
Tuesday partly cloudy possibly snow
flurries.
Fur New Mexico:
Tonight and
Tuesday increasing cloudiness, probably snow Hurries in soul beast porj

-

i

j
i

the white grub in some localities Is
or
largely due to Hie extermination
this valuable animal.
In connection with the work of the
in
Investigations
range caterpillar
northeastern New Mexico, it has been
found lliat. skunks destroy a great
many ot the pupae of this caterpillar
nd in fact, during September and Oc- 'ober, when this food is easily avail
iilile, they prefer it to all others. About.
Die middle of September it was dis-- !
covered that many webs were empty,
the pupae having been neatly extrae-- I
ted from Ihe web and either carried
off or eaten, in many areas contain- "'K hundreds of acres from twenty- five to seveniy live per cent or me
pupae had been carried off, while In a
few isolated places as high as ninety- five per cent, of the Mexican range
caterpillar was gone. Following theBe
observations, piles of skunk excrement
were round wnicn consisteu in soiim
cases almost entirely of pupae shells.
Subsequent counts made show the excrement found to have from sixty to
ninety-livper cent of its contents
consisting of these crushed shells. On
the Cow Creek ranch there was not
an area observed but what had somo
of the pupae destroyed by these animals. It is thus seen that the common
skunk is at the present time one of the
most important factors looking tooutward the control of caterpillar
breaks and should be protected by the
ranchers in the infested districts.

HOTEL ARRIVALS.

-
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V
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A View of the "Winter White House" at Pass Christian, and, Below, the
"SterliiiB," From Which President Wil son Will Fish in the Gulf of Mexico.
Daily Vacation Program Laid Out For throw of the station and two blocks
down the street was the beach and a
President Wilson.
Will get up at 7 o'clock, slip into a countless number of private piers. At
bathing suit and run out to the Sui a big pier were several schooners
turning from trips after shrimps in the
pier spltiuk!
The water's fine!
gulf.
That's what President Wilson will
After a rubdown w ill dress foi
breakfast at 8:30.
Ten o'clock, golf on the Country
The Herndon home, where the preslclub links, two squares away.
One o'clooi:, a luncheon.
dent will stay during his Christmas
Two to four thirty Z Z Z 7. Z
vacation, is about half a mile from the
Six o'clock, dinner candied yams depot. It is located half a block or
Creole gumbo, chicken and black cof- so from the edge of the gulf, and a big
row of cedar trees hides it from view,
fee.
Seven-thirtto 9, reading before a
Half a dozen negro servants were
big log lire.
busy making the place ready for the
Mather strenuous day!
president when I arrived.
With double entrances,
(By Frederick K. Hamlin.)
big white
Fuss Christian, Miss., Dec. 2!i.
pillars and a wide gallery facing the
have just been over the Herndon resi gulf, the "winter White House" Is
dence here, the golf course and tlie itieul Entering, you find a big
whole town. My trip ddiu't take more Vl.av
are on either side. To
drawing-room- .
than an hour.
the left is a big
I wanted to find out for ou b'st The thing that caught my eye first was
what kind of a place is this Pass a big fireplace.
Christian and why the president of ihe
The dining room, all in white, Is off
Vnited St.ites has selected it for a the drawing room, nig folding doors
Christmas vacation.
separate them. On the other side of
Answer:
the hallway are the big sleeping
The president wants a res'.
rooms.
Three windows to each one
real-for
sure 0f them, and when you open even one
He's going to get a
rest here or I am a pretty poor judge JOu get a tame gale from the gulf,
of vacation places!
Tne K01 course, where the presl- dent w ill spend a large part of his
1 took
the train from New Orleans time, is two blocks away. It is owned
as soon as I heard President Wilson by the country club, composed of Nefr
Orleans men who own homes at The
was going to honor this little town
:t's called "The Pass" for short and Pass. On either side of the links are
In two hours I was at my destination. woods pine, pecan and walnut trees
A dozen secret service men have
It is half way between Mobile and
New Orleans, :!r miles from either already established a SOU yard dead
line about the Herndon house. Dur- city.
Aii nimiir ilit. liiip from New Orleans! ing the president's visit he will be
the train skirted the shores of the 'able to go sailing or motorboating.
has
gulf, occasionally gliding through a The Gypsy, a trim machine sloop,
a
swamp or marsh. There are about a been placed at his disposal and fast
dozen little summer vacation towns motorboat also is tied at the end ofPier- He wiu UR abIe to make liten route to the Pass.
We trips into the countless
The scenery, of course, was un-;and tvpical of the south, nig goons and bayous,
There is good fishing any place
palm and pecan trees covered with
o coast red fish, cats, sharks,
moss, stubbv palms by the hundreds
bass and all of the deep sea tribe,
in swamps just the kind of "alliga-AIout
the "Winter White
tor holes'' you read about and see in
House."
railroad catalogues!
The Herndon residence faces the
Arriving at the Pass, I saw a little
depot facing a paved street. Several Gulf of Mexico and is swept by
hotels within a Btone'3 freshing, invigorating breezes from
j

Convenience

Beauty, Adaptability,

PRIME

factors in ihe selection of
Furniture, are splendidly

in our displays at this time.
If you appreciate the value and importance
of furniture of this character, which, while harmonizing perfectly with the decorative scheme of any
room, makes those corners which would otherwise be bare and unattractive, actually inviting,
see our display of

1

s

Fine Library Furniture
and SlobcWcnnckc Bookcases
cases;

As may be readily seen SlotWcriick Bookbecause of their seclional construction may be

tjuitlcly arrangrxl or rearranged in many plrasing combinations and
are iiislaatly adjustable to nny nook or corner of the home.
We show thrm in b iviJe diversity of styles and finishes at
prices anybody can afford and wiil be glad to pay.

mm

Oil

m lend lixtsy lor our lalfft Art Catalogue illu,lrolma
t
many IteiMilifnl lime l.il'trv niWl.oii, and
cojiy
Hamilton W. Mibic's booklet "The blue. Book of Fictioa."

MW

4

j

WHEN YOU FIND YOURSELF WtWTWa TUB
IN THE COURSE OF
SAME THING FREQUENTLY
YOUR BUSINESS, REMsMBER A RUBBBR STAMP
BUSY
WILL SAVE YOU A OREAT DEAL OF TIME.
PEOPLE ARB USING RUBBER STAMPS MORE NOW
THAN EVER BEFORE BECAUSE THEY SAVE
AND TIME IS MONEY THESE DAYS.

PRICE LIST.
Mc.
incite leaf
Stamp, net over 2
Each additional line en stamp
Its
One-liinches tomg. . 20s
Stamp, ever 3 -2 and net ever $
13c
Each additional line on stamp
One-li-2
and net ever I Inches leng .... 2fc
stamp, over
Each additional line on same stamp
Mc
One-lin- e
Mc
Stamp, over 5 Inches long per inch
Each additional tine, same price. (Carved Hoes
en Stamp count as two Mites).
Borders ot all shapes, uneter 3 inches kmf
3fc extra
Larger sizes at proportionate prices. Where type used is
inch in alxa, we rhnrri far one Mne for each
over one-ha- lf
one-ha- lf
inch er fraction.
-3

-2

ne

i

ne

1-

DATES, ETC.
Local Dater any town aatd date, for
tocfc
inch
Ledger Datr mcr.ih, day and year in
Regular Una Oster month, day and year, -4 mdi..
Regular Line Dater month, day aad near, -9 Inch-..- .
Defiance Model Band Dater
facsimile Signature Rubhor Stamp and Wood Cat
Pearl Check Protector

Mc

1- -3

-3

1-

1-

SELF-IN- K
I

-3

23-- 4

4

x7
x4

..

59c
JSc
25c

M
LM

IM

tNO 5TAMP PADS.

25 eta ; 2 -4 x 3
2x3
2 cts;
2,
4
7S cts;
3
cts
25
nScts. All colors. Stasna
Ink,
per tattle.
FOR TYPE SPFCIMENS ADDRESS,

3--

4,

IS

-4.

35

cts;
cts;

3-- 4,

P

i

Rubber Stamps.

One-lt- m

j

Mother Jones, who paid Dawson a
brief visit, but did not make much
IF
headway in her propoganda of strikes TRAVELED AMONG SAVAGES TO LEARN
and anarchy, has showed up ill El
Paso. When she left Dawson it was
FILIPINOS ARE FIT TO GOVERN SELVES
reported that she had said she was
going to Santa Fe to see Governor
McDonald, and would then go on to
Gallup, where she would see what she
Into
Penetrated
Lawmaker
could do. What changed her mind is Accompanied by His Wife, United States
Country Where No White Women and Few White Men Have Ever
not known, but she showed up in El
Paso Friday, according to Saturday's
El Paso papers. The El Paso Times
says:
"It is horrible to contemplate what
our country is coming to." said Mother
Jones last night, in speaking of the
conditions existing in the coal camps
of Colorado, where a strike has been
in progress for several months. Mother
Jones is in El Paso in the interest
of the Vnited Mine Workers of
America.
"Our object in coming here and in
traveling all over the country is to
show the public the conditions as
We are rapidly coming
they exist.
to the same conditions that exist in
darkest Russia.
"Why, bless you, my boy," she said
to a Times reporter, "just think, up
in Colorado, where those poor miners
are fighting for their rights, the governor sent out his militia to protect
the interests of those Wall street
They took one
hogs and burglars.
poor fellow out and made him dig his
own grave.
Begged to See Family.
OUR WHITEHOUSE
BRIDAL
"While those guardians of
PAIR A HONEYthieves stood by and laughed,
that poor old man silently dug that
little pit, six feet by four. When he
MOONING IN LONDON.
had finished they told him It was for
his resting place and upon hearing
those words he broke down and prayed
that he be allowed to see his wife
and children. He was answered, 'No,
you can't see anybody,' and then "
Although Mother Jones is 82 years
of age she is as sprightly as a woman
of 40. Her eyes sparkle with happiness and then express Boftness and
sympathy as she tells of the orphans
Been Wanted FirBt Hand Inform
and widows of the coal miners whose
ation.
lives, she says, are uselessly snuffed
out.
(Special Correspondence i
"v e understand." she said, "that
San Francisco, Cat.. Dec.
Clarence I!. Miller, a mem
employment agents here are hiring
Mexican refugee laborers under false ber of the committee on insular afpretenses and sending them into these fairs, accompanied by his wife, recoal camps in Colorado where they cently returned from a tour of investiare kept under peonage. When they gation of the Philippine islands, the
get those poor men under ground and purpose of which was to ascertain
are
in those camps, they are prisoners how near ready the Filipinos
and nothing else. They cannot leave, to govern themselves.
oftentimes, but are forced to slay
With his wile. Miller penetrated far
there and work their lives away for into the jungles where few white men composed of a majority of Filipinos.
nearly nothing.
and no women had ever trod before. Neither the assembly nor the governor
Study Conditions Here.
They had many interesting adventures. has the vetoing power. By this the
'"Yes, we are going to be here sev
the check and balance which every nation
Miller
severely condemns
eral days, Mr. Brown and myself, in
of the recent admin on earth find snecessary has been de.
policy
Philippine
vestigating the reports that these istration.
stroyed.
men are being sent from here. If we
"What state would think of not hav"No nation on earth could get along
find it Is true, we are going to do all
ing the veto power?
"The
said.
he
such
government,'"
in our power to stop it. Thursday af- with
"The Filipinos cannot be ready for
ternoon we will hold a mass meeting United States does not understand the
self government under two or three
or
islanders
of
the
in the court house, if we can secure characteristics
generations, as it will first be necesthe court room. I will tell the people conditions existing there.
for the people to be welded Into
sary
Tried and trained men have been a
about the conditions existing now
nationality. Languages will have to
that they don't think are possible in removed from positions of importance he unified, customs made to conform
civilized America. We will have a and chaos exists in the islands. Busi- and the conflict between the Christian
Mr. and Mrs. Francis B. Sayre, at the home of Ambassador Page in Spanish speaker to tell the Mexicans ness is at a standstill and capital that and
races brought towas to have been invested has been ft n end.
the same things.''
London, where the former Miss Jessie Wilson, daughter of the President,
J. W. Brown, of Charleston, W. Va., withdrawn.
and her. husband, Francis B. Sayre, are enjoying a few days of their quiet
Congressman Clarence B. Miller and)
Is accompanying Mother Jones. From
"The popular Philippine assembly Is his wife.
honeymoon.
j
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DeVargas.
Conditions.
Dick Tobin, Albuquerque.
High barometer dominates most ot
A. W. Itikker, Denver.
this morning,
the western country
Arthur Ueamish, Denver.
with fair and rather cold weather; the
J, M. Hock and wire, Cimarron.
northand
in
Wyoming
temperature
J,. C. Collins, City.
west Colonliio is quite low, but it is
Horace Harper, Torrance.
In
elsewhere.
moderate
generally
A. C. Pollock, Albuquerque.
southern Arizona and along the Pa1). M. Baker, Albuquerque.
cific coast the barometer is falling,
Clyde Smith, Albuquerque.
and
inclined
are
upward
temperatures
Dr. Tannus, City,
cloudiness is present, extending east.lames Fitzgerald, N'ew York .
Condibasin.
Lake
Sailboat, "Gypsy,' and the Motorboat
the
Salt
ward to
C. A. Carruth, Antonito.
tions favor generally fair and slightly
S. Jtidson and wife. Stradford, Conn.
In
section
tonight,
this
D. Henery and son, Alberta, Canada.
the warm Mediterranean of America colder weather
Tuesday increasing cloudiness, threat Mrs. Dyers. City.
day and night.
iirries.
snow
The llernilon place has 'U rooms, j ening, possibly
Mrs. Slietners, Iowa.
F. T. Cheetman, Taos.
log fireplaces,
baths,
colonial stairways, real old time furni- THE ECONOMIC
W. K. Smith, Alamosa.
ture in short, it's a typical plantation
H. McGibbon, City.
IMPORTANCE
H. F. McKenuey, El Paso.
house of "befo' the war."
Around the house is a row of cedar
OF THE SKUNK I). E. McLeod, City.
trees. Around the grounds, taking up
W. A. Wortey, El Paso.
not quite a square mile, is a cedar
Ttirley, El Paso.
L'l.-- The
Jay
Dec.
D.
C,
Washington.
A. A. Avery, El Paso.
fence more than 70 years old.
which
is
through
represented
skunk,
Antonia DeVargas and wife, City.
The place is owned by Mrs. .1. M. out Hie tUIUlu
i
mi... i ...
j
Mrs. Ed Clark, Lexington, Ky.
Ayres, of Chicago and New Jersey; ieties, genera and species, is an ani-- .
was once the home of General Harney, ni al of great economic importance, Itrt
W. Pratt, Des Moines, Iowa.
A. F. Savers, St. Louis.
nn(i wn8 imllt. before the war by food consists very largely of insects,
J. W. Roberts, Albuquerque.
George Jones, a wealthy New Orleans mainly of those species which are very
A. O. Marron, Albuquerque.
banker, long ago dead.
destructive to garden and forage crops.
F. C. Wood, Albuquerque.
Field observations and laboratory ex-- j
Ellen 10. Bailey, Albuquerque.
that they de-- ,
demonstrate
ainination
MOTHER JONES!
E. I.. Medler, Medler. X. M.
numbers of white
stroy immense
cut-.lohn Olson. Denver.
SHOWS UP (N
grubs, grasshoppers, crickets,
John Sandburg, Denver.
and other nox-wasps,
hornets,
worms,
EC PASO. TEX.
'
E. Burns, Santa Fe.
ions forms. The alarming increase of
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McFARLAND,

PACKEY

OF

SECOND RATERS,

FIGHTING

WHEN CRITICS

IS PEEVED

ABOUT HIM.

TELL THE TRUTH

PACKEY Ma'ARLAND.

boxer,

Packey McFarland, peerless
and refuses to permit his!
box
neighbors and friends to see him
not if they pay for the chance.
of the
Packey wants to he a member
a Democratic ;.
Illinois legislature
member, as his name indicates and
to help make laws, although it peeves
him when he is called upon to obey
the laws which other legislators formulate.
Packey is a clever boy. He has
climbed the pugilistic ladder to the,
pinnacle by the effective use of clever
hands and feet, ably seconded by the
in
most remarkable
pugilism.
No one ever accused McFarland ol
cowardice and got away with it. Yet
you may search the records and fail
to discover where Packey, since he
became famous, has fought an oppon-ent over which he did not have considerable advantage.
Time was, and not so very long ago.
when the friends of the "idol of thej
stockyards" claimed the. lightweight
champions would not give McFarland
a chance. The "chance" they asked
was to let McFarland fight a legiti-- j
mate lightweight and outweigh him
anywhere from five to ten pounds,
i'
.
Some "chance" that!
It is a fact that McFarland could
limit or
not make the lightweight
even weigh 135 pounds ringside unless one of his legs was sawed off at
the knee and of what use is a
boxer?
McFarland has been a welterweight
for years, but he has gone along mak- lng matches with real lightweights;
usually seeon'1 raters, with an occasboxer thrown In for
t
tonal
.i
i
an exceptionally ricn purse, ami nosevereown
class
in
his
ting the hoys
1
ly alone.
McFarland could do this for two
Teasons; the first was that promoters
were willing because he is so marvel,
ous a boxer. In action ho is a
slipping in and out, boxing with
the precision of a machine, nnd the
fans are always willing to pay to see
him work; the second reason is the
willingness of most boxers to take
a chance. He has grown rich at the
game.
of Packej
The latest appearance
McFarland (and the last In Wisconsin) was with Jack Britton In Milwaukee. Now the Wisconsin law
stipulates that there shall not be a

GROWN

THE STOCKYARDS,"

is peeved

'

match-makin-

j

-

j

HEY ZPICiO

j

SIZES

SCENIC EFFECTS
ARE WONDERFUL
C.us Hill has had a new book writ
ten for "Mutt and Jeff" entitled "Muf
and Jeff in Panama." The plot was
suggested by the creator of the moel

j
j

;
j

j

phan-1om-

j

difference of 1 pounds between opponents.
When McFarland was asked to
It looked as
weigh in he refused.
if the fight was off because of Packey's
peeve, but friends induced him to
weigh in private for a member of the

FOREST

FIGHTS REAL

GIRL

MOVIE

No Federal Question Involved.
Washington, D. C, Dec. 29 Congregational investigation of the Calumet copper mine strike was discussed
at informal conferences between members of the house and rules committee todav and individual expressions
indicated that those present agreed
that no federal question was involved,
Chairman Henry is opposed to an
Investigation. Acting Chairman Pott
declared that the committee would b
forced to investigate nearly all local
labor disputes if it set a precedent in
the Calumet case.
Urge Investigation,
Denver, Colo., Dec. 29. Organized
labor of Denver will be asked to join
in the adoption of plans to urge a congressional investigation Into the Michigan copper mine strike situation as
the result of the deportation last week
of Charles H. Moyer, president of the
Western Federation of Miners, from
Hancock. A call for a meeting of the
presidents and secretaries of all laboi
unions in Denver, was prepared today
at a conference of officials of the Western Federation of Miners, the United
Mine Workers of America and the
State Federation of Labor. The meet
ing was set for next Friday evening.
A telegram was received
today at
headquarters of the Western Federation of Miners here that the bullet
was removed from .Mr. Mover's shoulder at a Chicago hospital and that the
patient stood the operation well.

FANS.

SPAIN,

j

you to waste your

your legal forms
thmn already print- -

Mexican

Printing

"

Company,

For quick results,

fxttle "WANT."
New Mexican Want
bring results. Tn It.

Ads.

alway3

New Mexican Want
bring results. Try it.

Ads.

alwarf

New Mexican Want
Grille results. Try It.

Ads.

always

MICHELIM

-

Five Meetings of Protest.
Chicago, 111., Dec. 29. Five meetmen
labor
against
of
by
protest
ings
the attack of Charles H. Moyer, at
Calumet, were scheduled today byJohn II. Walker, president of the Illinois Federation of Labor.
At his hospital, Moyer was Baid to
be resting easy with no sign of complications developing.

SAN SEBASTIAN,

29, 1913.
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successful cartoon series. Bud Fisher.
The book was written and the play
constructed by Owen Davis; the nut
'ical score is furnished by Leo 1' '
wards and the lyrics by U B. Cobb.
'This quartet of successful authors
should certainly be able to furnish a
second edition vehicle worthy to
the original offering, which li.is
proven to be Ihe greatest money
draw ing attraction, without except i in,
in theatrical history. Ous Hill lias
given the new edition a production
costing a small fortune. The story
in f.ict
is decidedly
sensationally so, with mechanical and
electrical effects that are positively
(startling and which have never before
been seen in a musical comedy produc
principal among which is a
tion,
commission who announced liis isttc reproduction of a full rigged ship
weight "satisfactory."
moving through the Panama canal and
Packey was slow and far from dazzl- passing out into the Pacific ocean. The
Fla.,
ing. As a result he was "panned" and story opens at Jacksonville,
now he is just us mad as he can be where aB usual "Mutt and Jeff" have
and declares he wil never fight near been "cleaned" at the race tracks.
The next scene Is on board ship bound
Chicago again.
for Panama, presenting "Mult" as a
II. S. secret service officer and "Jeff" CATTLE AND SHEEP
STANDS
ON
BIDS
;.ASK
STARVE AND FREEZE
as his troublesome prisoner; followed
FOR CHICAGO'S FEDERAL. CLUB
Colo., Dec. 29 Thousands
by their arrival at Panama and the
Trinidad,
famous scene depicting the great dam of cattle and sheep are starving and
Chicago, 111., Dec. 2!). The Chicago and lock of the Panama canal; finish- freezing on the plains of southeastern
tor
Federal League today advertised
after a sail through tne racinc rviWaiiii mill northern New Mexico as
cement
bids for the construction of a
. ,
.
,
ocean and the midway in the l anama
gnor,aee aluI the
and steel grand stand to cost $12.1.010.
,,
,
nt Sun Francisco. Thus can!.
,,uiti,,
j,
,
Shcf-Grounds have been purchased at
.b.mk for fun ports received here. A II Hi"
w.f v. .
field avenue and Madison street on the
their
and
Jeff"
party,
and
"Mutt
in
the
aritts
by
stalled
also
are
telope
north side. Ilids for the stands will The entire offering is so far away and
near the southern border of this coun
lie opened immediately anil the con 'beyond anything ever before attempt-led- '
ty. All efforts to release the herds
tract will be awarded in IS hours,
In musical comedy production, as
so far failed. For over three
it was announced.
I.n ,,,.,1,0 it worthy of tremendous sue- have
weeks the range has been covered
0'
former
vehicle
for
manager
not
Tinker,
the
it
were
Joseph
cess eve
from depth
with snow
the Cincinnati Nationals, who t,ignedjthe creaturt,s 0f Bud Fisher's imagina-- with snow rangingin
depth from Iwo
ranging
three year contract Saturday to man-- tiv(? brain -- jUtt and Jeff in Pana- - to
four feet.
.,
is
ns
au
tne
ai
,m
h. st,n
age
umcago reoenus,
giory
ma
from Chicago, it was made kown to the F.Iks' January 9.
NO CLUE TO MURDERER
1o
obtain
a
on
mission
players
day,
OF SANTA FE BRIDGE GUARD
team.
for his
FARMERS GATHER AT
second
Knaho.
name
of Otto
!he
PUEBLO FOR INSTRUCTION.
Trinidad, Colo., Dec. 29. Fremont
baseman of the Philadelphia Nationauthorities are baffled in their
county
of
the
als, appeared as manager
Pueblo, Colo., Dec. 29. Several hun- efforts to secure evidence concerning
list
a
on
tentative
Federal team
dred farmers gathered here today to the identity of the two men who early
of managers made up here today by
exposi- vesterdav
shot and killed Ernest
participate in the
Federal
persons in close touch with
the mineral Farmer, a Santa Fe bridge guard,
at
which
opened
tion,
affairs. Knabe, it was said, is expectAll agricultural sections of near Rockyvale, on the line connected to sign up with Baltimore today or palace.
the state are represented in the ex- ing that camp with Radiant. George
tomorrow.
inhibits.
Libby, the other guard, who was
The list suggested reads:
the
of
lectures
from
courses"
in
short
running
"Farmers
falling
by
jured
Chicago Federals, Joe Tinker of the are, the feature of the convention.
attack, declares he could not see their
Cincinnati Nationals.
assailants but believes he would recSt. Louis, Mordecaie Brown, CincinWant Ads always ognize the voice of one of the two or
New Mexican
nati Nationals.
three who fired upon Farmer and him
results. Try It
Pittsburgh, James Sheckard, Cincin- bring
self.

first-figh-

FOR

SPRING

dent Steiuinger said the announce
ment of the names would create "an
other sensation."

ON SOMEONE
YOUR. OWN

-

FIRES

TO

hoard his voice.
With most of its dead buried, Calu- met today gave attention to the coro- ner's inquest of the Christinas eve
panic which cost the lives of 72 persons and to the Houghton county
grand jury, Investigation of the for-- !
cible ejection from the copper coun-- !
try of Charles II. Moyer, president of
the Western Federation of Miners.
The coroner's inquest Tjegan here
today and the grand jury investigation is expected to begin tomorrow at Hancock, where Moyer was assaulted and
put aboard a Chicago uouna train.
John A. Desmore, a solicitor for fife
department of labor, is expected here
today to make an investigation for
die government of the strike of the
upper miners.
The bullet in Moyer's back was reIt was
moved today by surgeons.
.ound to be a bullet such as those
uxed In automatic pistols and was imbedded half an inch from his spine.
Mover bore the operation well,

It will not pay
time writing out
when you can get
ed at the New

THREATENS TO DESTROY

San Sebastian, Spain, Dec. 2!). A
fire which threatened to w ipe out most
of tills city, started at midnight in
the tenement house district and was
still raging unchecked at noon.
The flames were fanned by a high
wind. An immense block of buildings,
mostly tenement dwellings, was destroyed before daybreak and thousands of the inhabitants of the surrounding districts spent the morning
in the streets, guarding such of their
household goods as they had been
,
able to remove.

(Continued From Page One.)

ANOTHER SENSATION.
St. Louis, Mo., Dec. 2!). One play
aim
ler. each from i mcago, .New mm Mor-deicPittsburgh has been signed by
Brown, manager of the St. Louis
Federal league team, according to an
announcement of President Seininger,
of the club loday. The names of the
players was not made public by Presi-

-

PRETTY WESTERN

CAUSE OF FIRE HELD

t! em.

FEDERAL LEAGUE

fire

INQUEST INTO THE

nati Nationals.
RICH Baltimore, Otto Kuabe, Philadelphia Nationals.
Kansas City, George Stovall, St.
Louis Americans.
Indianapolis, YVm. Phillips.
Buffalo, Larry Schafley, Buffalo Internationals.
Toronto, (not stated.)
From authoritative sources comes
a list of the backers of the Federal
teams. They are:
St. Louis ,Otto Stiflel; Pittsburgh,
W. A. Kerr, John Barbour; Baltimore,
Edward Hanlon; Kansas City, S. S.
Gordon, C. C. Madison; Indianapolis.
E.
K.
J. E. Krause, J. A. George,
Gates; Buffalo, Waller JIuller; Toronto, Barney Hepburn; Chicago, (lias
Win. Walker and James
j Weeghnian,
JA. Gilniore.
The named are said to ue men ui
means, with large resources behind

DECEMBER

MONDAY,

Jheir superiority

dgX
milM

is recognized all

fefiSMa

over the World

IN STOCK BY
C.

SANTA FE, N. M.

W. ALEXANDER,

NITRO CLUB

ntfrral

Steel Lined

M

SHOT-SHEL-LS

V

"'Cut down

Th RriniHlrton Cubf

the lead

Cut down the

j

guesswork
Shoot the speed shells and
watch your field and trap ave- r-

j
j

1.

age climb.
The steel lining gives the speed grips the powder charge with
drive of the explosion
just that compression needed to put all the
behind your load.

j

,

of the same
a uniform spread ol pattern m each and every shell.
Shoot Arrow and Nitro Club steel lined Expert Factory Loaded Shells for
speed plus pattern in any make of shotgun.

And with Expert Factory Loading, you're sure
speed

Remineton

Haiti-mor- e

Metallic Cartridge Co.

Arms-Unio- n

299 Broadwav

New York City

2

mid-wint-

CHORUS

GIRL, DAUGHTER

OF TAMMANY

BATTLED TO SHARE HIS MILLIONS.

M A HE I , VAN

daugh-- !
Margaret Sullivan, adopted Tam-- j
ter of Big Tim Sullivan, the dead
on
many King, who is a chorus girl,
circuit.
vaudeville
father's
her
Margaret Sullivan, Adopted Daughter,
Gets $50,000 Slice ot Dig im amir
van's $3,000,000 Fortune by Court

BVIIEN.

"Now for a rescue scene," said the
t
She is
ter.! ambitious director. "Miss Van Buren
A little "while, ago there was
here s your chance:
As
rible forest fire in California.
Miss Van Buren is as plucky as she
usual, the alert director of a "movie" is pretty. She played the part. She
and
company in which she plays saw a went in with the forest rangers seemchance to get a real picture.
fought the fire desperately. It
ed ns if she must be burned to death,
He rushed his star, Mabel Van
so
and a group of auxiliary players so close was she to the flames;
in the way she worked.
to the scene of the fire. It was rag- daring was she
Put
The rescue was spectacular.
ing. Great trees were being swept
she came out without a burn.
before Its terrific blaze.
:

i

Bu-re-

i

UoO.OUO.

Miss Margaret Sullivan plays a
girl on the Sul'any proposition that carries a satis- - minor part as choruscircuit.
PITCHER RAGAN HAS AN
She sings.
and Considine
OFFER FROM FEDERAL LEAGUE. factory financial sum. I have not livan and
Blips away to the lit
then
dances
the
with
far
terms
thus
to
come
my
Ragan, DrAnlrlvn run no Uflmcnt fl fl RlinU WHit tle hotel which her salary allows.
Omaha, Neb., Dec. 29,-- i-at
star pitcher of the Brooklyn National
,
girl was for years
nt, before x do Yet this slip of a Tim"
and Mrs. Sulintroduced
league club, is seriously considering g0 .,
"Big
by
'
overtures made to him by Federal
livan, who died a year previous to her
league officials. Ragan was formerly VIC HANSON WINS FROM
husband, as their daughter adopted.
n member of the Omaha club of the
Fifteen years ago, when she was
HERRICK IN BOUT.
,
,
., ,1
tn
TI
4hla
.!l,r
in mi. viij.
two years old, the Sullivans took her
tvTBieiu league auu
out of a New York foundling asylum.
"They have made me a handsome
j; pa80, Texas, Dec. 29. Vic
said Ragan today, speaking of gon 0f Salt Lake City, was awarded Their own little girl had died, and
overtures of the Federals. "They of- - a decision over Jack Herrick of Kewa-fere- they hoped to find consolation in litround fight at tle Margaret.
me a two years' contract at ainee. III., in a twenty-fivWhen Tim Sullivan died, Margaret
much better salary than the Brooklyn Juarez yesterday. Hanson
I much Herrick throughout the contest, Both j was not mentioned in his will. She
club has paid me. While
was cut off without a cent.
prefer to remain in organised base- - men finished strong.
Sullivan's relatives declared that
ball, sentiment Is a small considerstion and like every other ball player) Work for the New Mexican. It U she was not legally adopted and de-nied her any claim to the estate.
I am prepared to take advantage of tha new state.
'

O

"

e

i

Compromise.
San Francisco, Calif., Dec. 29. Fato
loves its little ironies.
York
Iiig Tim Sullivan, the New
congressman, Tammany leader and
head of the Sullivan Considine vaudeville circuit, who wandered from a
sanitorium recently to his death on a
rnilrnnd track in New York City left
an estate worth from $2,000,000 to ?3,-

I

KING,

SHIPPPING LOSSES
CHRISTMAS

I

THE AMERICAN

IN

GULF STORM

Mobile, Ala., Dec. 29. The Cheslie,
a British schooner, out from Pascag- oula, was reported to have been lost
in the storm that swept the Gulf of
Mexico on Christmas day. The Grif
fin, an American schooner that sailed
from Pascagoula last Tuesday, had
j
not been heard from today.

IF YOU BUSINESS MEN

eatei:lexy
F. Scannel, which was anchored in the

lower harbor this morning because
of fog. The Cheslie was bound for
Havana, with a cargo of lumber.
CANNOT

I)

JULij

SEE PRESIDENT
SO THEY WRITE HIM.

Pass Christian, Miss., Dec. 29. Although President Wilson is left unmolested by residents of this vicinity,
hundreds of people in all parts of the
country daily are pursuing him through
the mails.
The president is devoting much
more time than he had expected to
correspondence. Dr. Cary Grayson,
his physician, said the president was
slowly improving in health, but needed more rest.
Accordingly it was stated hereafter
Mr. Wilson will refrain from answering communications except those of
"The will offered for probate," said unusual importance. Of these, there
Margaret, "is not the will my father have been very few.
made in his right senses. His relatives
It will not pay you to watte your
kept father separated from me and
wouldn't even allow me to call him time wrtlng out your legal forms
up on the phone during the last year when you can get them already print
ed at the New Mexican Printing
of his life."
Margaret, after contesting the will,
has finally effected a compromise.
New Mexican Want Ads. . always
She will get a $50,000 slice of the es-- 1
tate.
jrlng results. Trr It'
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Bond Paper and

not intrust its selection to a subordinate
And, if you wanted to make your business stationery
100

efficient,

you would specify

COUP
(Fac-Simi-

The

Water-Mrk-

)

De Luxe Business

Paper

because by comparison you would find that COUPON
acter
BOND is far beyond the average Bond Paper in quality-charimpressiveness, and all that makes stationery
really productive
Ju?t specify COUPON BOND today. And see the
difference. - Let us show you samples.
PRINTING COMPANY,
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
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regulations
are changed
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ARTS AND CRAFTS!

Bath flange and Electric Lights-OppHMISnC HMS GIFTS
Elks' Opera House. Price, per month. .. .$40.00
New York, Dec. 2i). Development of
House, Bath, Range and Electric Lights.
Hammered Brass Electric Reading
weak spots gave the market a down- 22.00
Chapelle Street. Price, per month
Lamps, Hand Wrought Silver Penward course today. Traders who took
The poslotliee departmeni has
- Room
House, Bath, Range and Electric Lights.
dants, Desk Sets in Hammered Brass
short side attacked vulnerable
,hms orders vitally ..ffeciing
35.00
Washington Avenue. Price, per month
and Copper. Letter Racks, Paper Cutwith vigor. Realizing sales were
iMill(. comiitiona in the postal service,
Room, Nicely Furnished House. Palace Avenue-Th- ree
Rocker Blotters, Hammered Calettective among the leaders which Two t)f tllpm are effective
1st ters,
Months, (No Children). Price, per month.. 50.00
Tie Racks, Wisk Broom Holdhave recently risen from 5 to 10 ,vilMp thp third does not January
effect endars.
into
House, Fumtrhcd. Good ".coition. Eath,
ers. Etched Match Holders, Hammered
.1
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.1 ... are
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.
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join,
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Copper and Brass Bowls and Trays,
tii.uu A.iamulmn I'licinc was one of the ur tit. n.i.. per mumn
Belt Pins. Bar Pins. Hat Pins. Candle
Ticipal tactors in depressing prices and
""""" '
Sticks. Special orders made on short
the loss in this stock was extended1., ." .
e
m
'
" Km
notice.
to more than three points.
,,m
n,i!" ,or "'"
Weakness of New Haven tended to
.
I
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unsettle the market for a time.
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metal
.Marking up
copper
prices
,2S Palace Aenue.
or1h f..tl. sixth Beventh,
here and the advance in quotations' the, '
INSURANCE, REAL ESTATE, LOANS, SURETY BONDS.
abroad, stimulated the copper stocks
The rate of postage on parcels ex the opportunity. Anyway, my policy
temporarily but these later became af-4 ounces in weight,
in
the lis: find the right, doctrine and ever
Phone, 189 J. .
ceeding
re-;
jfected by the heaviness of the
ami sixth zones lastingly keep practicing It. .My docfifth,
third,
fourth,
I
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the list.
liinunder
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:
riue is v, ork."
:
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
be an follows:
St.,
became more pronounced toward noon shall
zone
cents
Third
Six
the
first
for
and Reading, Union Pacific and Steel
pound and two cents for each addi- TUNNEL 150 FEET
lost one.
tional pound or fraction thereof.
Bonds were Irregular.
TO BLOW SAFE
Fourth zone Seven cents for the
faltered
The upward movement
t
four
for
cents
and
each
.W.vVW.W-.VAMD GET
pound
proli snioual teiiing stopped at.
v! midday. Canadian Pacific rallied 1 additional pound or fraction thereof.
Fifth zone Eight cents for the
X points and Texas
company showed
Sun Francisco, Calif, Dec.
in first pound and six cents for each adliooni
with
the
sympathy
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Cracksmen tunneled Kill feet and
ditional pound or fraction thereof.
S standard oil subsidiary,
Sixth zone Nine cents for the first pierced the concrete walls of the vault
X
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of the l''irst National liauk of Orovllle
pound and eight cents for each addiof
the
shorts
some time between closing time SaturQjimniediate requirements
fraction thereof.
tional
or
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New
filled.
X had been
Heading and
or parts ol lvgula day and .Monday. They obtained $;:70u
All
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on
set
the
j? Haven reached their lowest
tions in conflict, herewith arti hereby I'" sllVtJ'' ',nt were unable to blow the
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manganese steel coin safe, in which
rescinded.
The market, closed steadier. Munli
of
On and after January 1,
gold was stored a nine larger amount
A
of the tear selling during the day coin, gold
bullion, and gold dust of- gold and currency
was predicated on the expected ris fered for mailing between any two
The news was telephoned here toin money rates.
Call money reached
points In Alaska utul between any day by v. V, Ci ingles, the cashier,
six per cent before its tendency was
the
point in the United States or its pos- who discovered the loss when
cheeked by large offerings. A drop in sessions shall he inclosed in sealed bank was opened.
The base from
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!.ew Jiaven io
poinis uriun
p:u,iHSOI. not exceeding 11 pounds in which the robbers worked, was a celDest was loiioweu ny a unai stiiieu weight and sent by registered mail. lar of a
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ho date ot postage thereon shall be
meetings were held at niglil. and
(ge
itwo cents an ounce or fraction there-- j they had ample to dig their tunnel at
jof regardless of distujico in addition leisure and stow the dirt where it
to the regular registry fee.
would not be observed.
All regulations or parts ol regula- Supposedly they worked up to the
tions in conflict, herewith are hereby walls
of the vault some time Saturday,
SOCIAL CALENDAR.
rescinded.
waited to be sure the bank was empty,
December.
On and after March 1i. lllll. the
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Mcnday, Dec. 29 Reception given classitical ion of articles mailable un- and then attacked the concrete with
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by Secretary of State and .Airs. Lucero der section S of the act of August 24, drills. The silver within was lying
loose. There was evidence to show
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:8 to 11 p. m.
the parcel post service shall be ex-- i that the coin vault had been attacked,
ATuesday, Dec. 30. Miss Claude
tended so as to include books. The but that the robbers' drills had not the
lbright, mezzo soprano, and her com- - 'rate of postage on books weighing 8 temper to pierce the manganese steel
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ounces or less shall be one cent for deeply enough to seat u sufficient
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Everything In Hardware.
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Nellie W. Craig, of Xew York, with a:
The Good fellow- CHRISTMAS EUE
Thursday. Jan.
crew of six, which was in distress off
ship Club will hold banquet at night
Little Kinuakcet life saving station on
ENTERTAINMENT
at the Jlontezuma hotel,
the North Carolina coast. The Craig,1
AT GLORIETA has
Ball at Armory
DISTRIBUTOR OF
Thursday, Jan.
disarranged steering gear and is
(or Kirst, Regiment Band,
leaking slightly.
Friday, January 2. Dance at the
school
children of the public
The
Elks home. (lip. m.)
school district No. 2?, invited the genBUDWEISER IN BOTTLES
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recital
Violin
by
Jan.
PILLS
Friday,
eral public to attend their little CHICHESTER
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Prof. 1. U Tello, Scottish Rite
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Christmas tree and program. All of
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water.
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Agent for Manitou Spring Mineral Water.
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This was followed by:
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Night
visiting
on
one
Delivered
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Medler,
Robert
Will
Medler.
Christmas,"
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Kdward
I,.
by
boys,
Judge
iams, Kelix Romero. Anselnio Garcia, Christmas day. THOMAS RANCH
X. M., is at the DeVargas.
PRODUCT CO. Phone 74 J.
Hack and Baggage Lines.
Stable ReMrs. Kdward Clark, of Lexington, Agustin Olivas and Telesfor Romero.
'The Little Rird," by
Recitation,
at
the
a
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UeVargas.
Ky.,
sightseer
stocked. Best Rigs you can
Melisendro Romero.
Hugh H. Williams, wife of the corSong, "You Had a Dream," by Mrs.
from
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TWO AND FOUR HORSE OUTFITS.
PROMPT StRVICE.
SADDLE POMES.
commission,
poration
K. Simpson and Jessie Dell.
De
ming.
Phone 139. 310 San Francisco St.
Recilation, "The Xew Year," by
A. W. liiklter. the well known busi
Grace Williamson.
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ness man of Albuquerque, is at the
Handkerchief dance Grace WillDeVargas.
iams, Isabel Olivas and Melisondro
THROAT
EYE, EAR NOSE
Miss Claude Albright, the grand Romero.
opera star, arrives from Albuquerque
Recitation,
Lady," NesCapital Cily Bank Building.
MAVfTjthis afternoon to sing here tomorrow' tor Garcia.
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the concert.
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HAVE MADE OlAS
Mrs. S. (J. Small left Saturday for! Accordion music, by Mike Flart.
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Meliseudro
Recitation,
Pittsburg where she will visit for
some time.
Romero.
roMFipENCE
War dance Jessie Pell and Jiminie
III
Judge K. L. Medler, of the third
PtTZOHS.
judicial district, is in the city today. Wiley, Melisendra Romero and Mrs.
Kd Simpson rendered the war music, H.
Governor McDonald, Howell Earnes
KAUNE & CG.
Dc'AL'ALVAYS'
Retween numbers on the program
traveling auditor, and Deputy Walter
Kegel, returned Saturday night from i'hilipe Salazar and Carlos Ruiz
I"1 lllon the guitar and violin.
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MEN'S AND BOYS'

i

O. C. WATSON & CO.

SUM

ADOLF

All Wool

W LllDnAKD

GOODS

FIVE

CO.

SPECIALS

E

READY-TO-WEA-

R

AND OVERCOATS

Blue Serge for Men, $1 1.95 worth $18.
WATCH

210 SAN PRANCISCO

OUR WINDOWS.

PHONE 180.

ST.,

j

I

INSURE WITH

THE BEST ANY MAN CAN HAVE

JOSEPH
Rooms

;

1

PERSONALS

HAYWARD,

MANAGER,

and 9, Capital City Bank Building, SantaJ
iF
realIstate. iiavwaWhas it.

N

M.

k

CORRICK LIVERY BARN
NOBBIEST

OUTFITS IN THE CITY

Buggies and Saddlers a 3pecialty.

j

i Santa Fe Hardware & Supply Co.

8

B.

ifi

He

,

HEATING

STOVEWORK
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Stone Cell House at the Penitentiary will convince yott ol the
necessity of protection. LET IS URMSII THAT PROTECTION NOW

PLUMBING

Wl-I-

AM) RKST CONTENT.

FIRE INSURANCE!

$3,700

!:r-:-

HAUVARl)

Prompt Attention and the Pest
Satisfaction Guaranteed.

Hacks and Baggage Transfer.
of
104 DON

Telephone 9 W

(JASPER ST.

-

j

2!I.--

JOHN W. MAYES,

.

REAL ESTATE,
INSURANCE,
SURETY BONDS.

1

saHENRY KRICKes

1

LEiWS KEG and BOTTLE BEER

Cathe-'drill-

S

.

.

4

I
buy and sell Mortgages, Stocks and Bonds of all kinds, Loan
If you have money to
Money on real estate and othe securities.
loan list It with me. If you want to buy a good first mortgage or a
high class security call on me.

Telephone 194 W.

Santa

Room 24 Laughlin Bldg.
New
Mexico.
Fe,

-

i

THE STAR BARN

-

lluffS

i

Isa-jC-
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NEW MEXICAN PRINTING
Local Agents lur

GENERAL LIVERY

CO,

Entire

get.

"Elastic" 3a6kcase
and Desk combined.

T.F.TANNUS,M.D.

-

RESOLVED

WSS

A Desk Unit with few ot
many Book Units as dciired.
The only perfect combination

j

desk and bookcase eves made.
Roomy, convenient, attrace want to show you
tive,
its advantages lod possibilities. C, SI, write or pbow
us about it.
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MOVING DAY IS NEAR

The first of the year many people
plan to get comfortably located for the
year.
I have
many very desirable furnished and unfurnished cottages and fur
nished rooms for light housekeepingthat can be had now If taken quickly.
Large 10 room modern house, close in,

WE ARE NOT DEPENDING ON GOOD LUCK. WE ARE MAKING GOOD
$50.00..
AND TAKING A CHANCE ON WHAT HAPPENS. IF WE PLEASE YOU 5 room modern
cottage, near Palace
AND GIVE YOU YOUR MONEY'S WORTH WE CAN'T HELP BUT SUCavenue, $20.00.
CEED. ALL OF OUR HARDWARE WILL STAND THE HARDEST WEAR.
5 room modern cottage on Palace
LONG YEARS IN THE BUSINESS HAVE TAUGHT US THE KINDS THAT
avenue, $35.00.
BEST STAND THE TEST. WE ARE HERE TO STAY A LONG TIME,
5 room modern cottage on Lincoln
AND WE KNOW WE CAN DO BEST BY SELLING THE BEST.
avenue, $22.50.
living rooms on Plaza, snan
-$12.00.
5 rooms near capital, good condition,
"IF IT'S HARDWARE WE HAVE IT."
PHONE 14.
PHONE 1
no bath, $18.00.
6 rooms modern, near capital, suitable
for two small families, $30.00.
5 rooms very modern and close in,
nicely furnished, $30.00.
2 large front rooms,
very desirable
BANK &
GO.

WOOD DAVIS HARDWARE

UNITED

STATES

COMPANY,

TRUST

Does a General Banking Business.
4IMMI

j
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Your Patronage Solicited
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N. B. LAUGHLIN,

President.

J.

B. LAMY,

JW. E. GRIFFIN, Cashier.

h

and convenient with or without
heat.
2 large rooms and summer kitchen,

close In, $11.00.
3 large furnished
rooms for light
housekeeping, $12.00.
3 large furnished rooms for
light
housekeeping, $10.00.
Many very desirable rooms In pri-

vate residences for right parties.

For quick results, a

little "WANT."

Song- - Mr. A. H. Bell. Jessie Hell and
Mrs. Ed Simpson.
Song Pete Ruiz and Francisco Ro-

CHRISTMAS!

mero.
Several pieces were then rendered
ENJOY IT TO THE FULL!
on the guitar and violin.
After the program was nearly over
the many candles were lighted on the Let
care of your
tree. Soon after lighting, the presents
"Wiiat-to-ea- t
for all of the school children were
Worrv"
given out. Then Christmas treats of
Tell us
Groceries you
candy and nuts were given to all.
Philipe Salazar and f'hristobal Rowe'll
and
deliver
need
mero gave a little farce sketch from
in
the Shepherds.
Excellent music was rendered by
Philipe Salazar and Carlos Ruiz during the evening. People gave kindest
SUGGESTIONS:
attention to all and when all was over
everyone heartily wished everyone Turkey, Cranberries,
else a very merry Christmas and HapMince Meat, Grape Fruit,
py New Year.
"
Oranges, California Grapes,
MOVIE MAN'S DOCTRINE
Imported Kaiap Grapes,
IS HARD WORK.
Raisins, Nuts, Candy,
Edwin August.
When Edwin August isn't "on the
Cigars, Etc., Etc. Etc.
job" he looks as If life were a long.
easy, lazy song. But when he Is at
work he goes like a steam engine and Try
Monarch or Richelieu
gives every bit of energy and vitality
and thought to the undertaking.
Canned Peas
August is putting on some big feaThey are better than the
ture pictures at the Hollywood studios
French Imported.
of the Universal Film company in
southern California.
"The twin factors in success, whether it be the 'movie' business or any
KAUNE & GO.
other," says August, "are hard work
and opportunity.
"I am not saying anything new
Prices
know. But here's another point. If Where
Por Safe
you work hard you will probably land

us take
what

them

"Yes, our new wagon 's a Studebaher
-t- he only kind we KNOW"

a hurry.

"The Studebaker idea has been in our family for
sixty years. We have never thought of buying any
other kind of a wagon."
"It's true, we're continually being offered other
wagons costing a little less, with lots of promises as to
what they will do. But we k"ou) in our family what a
Studebaker will do. A few dollars difference in price
doesn't mean much. It's the sercice a wagon gives
that we consider most.
"Long service for a fair price means more every
time than short service for a few dollars less."
"That's why we stick to Studrbnker and 'Stick to Stude- is a pretty good motto for a man who uses wagons.
"Studebaker wagons are built of good stuff. They're made
riplit by people who've had years and years of experience in
making them light people who are trusted the world over."
"Studebaker wagons last, because they're made to last."
"Look out for the dealer who tells you his wagon is just as
That's my advice after a good deal of
good as a Studebaker.
and the experience of all of mypeople. You get ti
experience
Studebaker and you've got a safe investment
baL-e-r

.

I
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ACTIVITIES OF THE NEW YEAR

.General Manager
Editor
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Weekly, six monttis
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business men often find it advisable to increase their banking facilities,
either by opening additional accounts or by changing their banking connections.
We place at the disposal of such persons our equipment which is
most complete for the transaction of any and all financial affairs.
We Invite accounts subject to check, and our policy is invariably to
give first consideration to the banking needs of our patrons. We pay 4
per cent on inactive funds deposited on our Certificate plan, and invite
depositors to avail themselves of our facilities .'or issuing drafts for
the transmission of money to all parts of the World. Telegraphic transfers of money are also made by us.
We shall value any business we may receive. We take this opportunity of extending to all our patrons our best wishes for a successful
and prosperous year.

the entire year on the Upper Pecos, The
conditions are ideal for Horseback Riding, Hunting, Tennis
Playing and all outdoor sports.

Theiost beautiful

O.lly, per ytir, fc mall
Dally, all nunlhi, by mall
Weekly, oar year

MAKING PLANS

AND READJUSTING THEIR AFFAIRS IN PREPARATION FOR

President

Bronson M. Cutting.

29. 1913.
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r

ed a good chance to look into a sock

SMOKE.

way.-Ros- well

lor a fellow's savings?
There Is still the tin can depository
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Albuquerque
Tuesday night, and reported the young
man as resting fairly well. The physicians in charge are of the opinion
that if they can ward oft an attack of
pneumonia, the patient has a show
for life.
Officers are investigating the affair,
but no names will be made public until they arrive at some definite conclusion. Belen News.

NEW

and growled.
Another hour passed, with the dog
in the same posture. By that time
the news had spread through the section, and men, women and children
flocked to the scene.
Passengers of trolley cars stood up
to get a view of the strange spectacle.
Automobiles stopped, and at one time
traffic was congested.

AUSTRIAN AMBASSADOR AND WIFE COME
UNITED

STATES.

TO

THE

fraternal

of

reac
The telephone
tionary programme.
business of this country must be carried on in one of two ways; either
through government ownership, as is
the postal business, or by a great telephone system under the direct supervision and control of the federal government, as the railroad and banking
business are now conducted.

ery Thursday evening at 8 o'clock
Odd Fellows Hall
Visiting broth- s always welcome.

GROCER TALKS
THROUGH AD

K of C, Hall.
EDWARD

are embarked on a thoroughly

In Youngstown, O., lives a grocer
with a personality. He Is an advertis
ing grocer, who writes his own adver
tisements; and some of them are
unique. Here is a recent one:
Some of you people give me a pain
about the high cost of living. You
don't know any more about it than
my kid, 9 months old. AH she knows
is to throw my watch on the floo,
pull my hair, coax me for pennies to
buy candy. I have the most
poultry farm in the country. I have
the best laying strain of hens in the
country. I employ the best men that
money can hire. It costs me nearly
$2 a dozen to produce fresh eggs at
the present time. I charge you about
one-fourt-h
of that amount, yet you Bay
I am robbing you. I'm selling you
strictly fancy Florida oranges at 15
and 20 cents a dozen. The poor farm

er that raised them, after paying for

the picking and packing, gets about
10 cents a box. The railroad company
gets the balance. You rush over to
the opera house, pay $2 for a seat, to
see some chickens, and old hens show
their legs and shapes. That is all
right. You rush down to the millinery
store, pay about $20 for a hat, the
first cost of which is about $3; that's
all right, you get a swell hat. You
i0Osjfie90Q
t 7
pay (5 for a chiffon dress, nothing to
it I can put It in my overcoat
pocket, but It's the style, it's all right.
Specially posed photograph of Dr. Constantin T. Dumba and hit wife, But when It comes to
something to
mad aboard tna 8teamhlp Lusitanl, 0B for arrival in Now York the other eat
you have a fit. Take my advice,
ay.
take care of your stomach.

tionery
In packages from ioc. up.
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Mrs. Ben
Lindsey, Who
Daily New Mexican.
B.

Posed for

this

Photograph Especially for

the

illness.
Somehow or other Dan Cupid, who
had never before been able to pierce
the heart of the "kids, " judge in Denver, shot an arrow clean through it,
the very first time the judge and Miss
Brevoort met.
After the wedding, December 20,
Judge Lindsey said:
man in the
"I am the happiest
world.
From the day I met Miss
Brevoort until I got her, I loved her.
She is my very first love. I have seen
many pretty girls, but I never met one
with the ideals and the beauty my wife
possesses."
Mrs. Lindsey is not a socialist, nor
an anarchist nor a reformer. She is
a modern girl of the very best type
who laughingly declares that she "will
never go down into that dark, old Denver juvenile courtroom." But her
kindly eyes belie her belligerent protests.
life.
The judge joyously admits that,
His bride, who was then Miss Hen though the "best in the jungle" never
rietta Brevoort, of Detroit, Mich., also phased him, be has found his conchanced to be recuperating from an queror at last.
Chicago, 111., Dec. 29. Judge Ben B.
Lindsey has accomplished another
great, new thing in his great, busy life.
He has won and wedded a radiantly
beautiful young girl whoBe whole self,
head of
from her glorious golden-recurly hair to her daintily slippered
feet, seems to say, "Happiness, happi
ness, happiness."
He is 43 she is 23.
He has devoted almost a lifetime to
solve the stern problems of the law;
to remedy the miseries and failures
and heartbreaks of the courtroom, and
to thwart the crookedness and chicanery of corrupt politics.
She has devoted nearly ail the years
of her very young life to study, to art,
to being happy!
They met just a few short months
ago, by chance, at the Battle Creek
sanitarium. It was the first time the
judge had ever taken time to be sick
and to recuperate, in his busy, busy
d

Capital City Bank Building
Rooms
Santa Fe New Mexico.
17-1- 8

Chas

R.

& EASLEY

Eastey

Attorneys"at-La-

Practice in the Courts
Land Department.

and before

Land Grants and Titles examined.
Santa Fe, N. M branch office, Estan-cia, N. M.
GEO. W. PRICHARD
Attorney and Counsellor-at-Law- .
Practices in all the District Courts
and gives special attention to casses
before the State Supreme Court.
Office: Laughlin Bldg., Santa Fe, N. M.
DR. W. HUME

BROWN

..

.

Dentist.
Over Spitz Jewlery Store.
Rooms 1. 2. and 3.
Phone Red 6.
Office Hours: 8 a. m. to 5. p. m.
And by Appointment.

For quick results. a
little "WANT."

7,

If

Leave Santa Fe 8:10 a. m. to connect with No. 3 westbound and
No. 10 eastbound
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 11:45 a.

EDWARD P. DAVIES
City Attorney.

Chas F. Easley,
EASLEY

& S. F. R'Y

!

m.
No. 3 carries passengers to Albuquerque, locally, and to Pacific
Coast Points.
Leave Santa Fe 3:20 p. m. to rn-nec- t
with No. 1 westbound, and
No. 2, eastbound, connecting at
"Cut-off- "
with
Albuquerque
train 'or Clovis and Pecos Va'-le-y
points.

Returning, arrive Santa Fe 5:55

p.

m.

Leave Santa Fe 6:20 p. m. to con
nect with No. 7 westbound carrying El Paso sleper; also No.
No. 4 eastbound.. .No. 4 takes passengers for Chicago and Kansas
City Daily and for Denver Wednesdays and Saturdays.
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 8:35 p.
m.

Leave Santa Fe.8:50 p. m. to con
nect with No. 8 eastbound, and
No. 9. westbound.
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 12:30 a.
m.
PASSENGER DEPOT

PHONE 42 W.

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN.
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QUEEN OF SONG

F. ANDR

To Mr. and .Mrs. John Invert,
pound boy.
yesterday an 8
Pin-ToChocolates in attractive
Xmas boxes. (Jet them at Zook's.
The Altar Guild will meet tomorrow, Tuesday afternoon, at lialp past
four with Mrs. It. J. Palen.
IN
MODERN
THIS DAY OF
METHODS YOU WILL FIND AN EX
CLUSIVE LINE OF MERCHANDISE
N. SALMON.
AT THE BIG STORE.
Lost, strayed or stolen Two dogs
Wan Airdale and a Water
Spaniel!.
Finder please advise New Mexican

very Hour

Auto Delivery

XMAS

A MERRY

(

Wishing You
AND A HAPPY NEW YEAR

(

Phone No.
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BioomiRD

Plants
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lias ii

The Clarendon Garden,
PHONE 12
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Santa Claus made no mistake, calling at "YOUR RELIABLE HARDSTORE." Santa Claus is
shrewd buyer; you will make no
mistake by following his example. They are headquarters for the following:
CHAFING DISHES AND TRAY'S. PERCOLATORS, COMMUNITY
SILVER WARE, KNIVES AND F01K3, TEA SPOONS AND TABLE
BRAKE
COASTER
SPOONS, CARVING SETS, BOY'S EICYCLES
GUARANTEED EQUIPMENT. BOV'S WAGONS AND SLEDS, BOY'S
RIFLES AND SHOT GUNS, ROLLER AND ICE SKATES, DAISY AIR
RIFLES.
And many other things in the Hardware line appropriate for Christmas presents.
WARE

The Reliable Hardware Store.
aw??.:

has prepared a special New Year's
menu which will be served for fifty
cents.
Elks Initiate At a special meeting
Saturday night, the local order ot-Elks initiated ('has. J. Emerson 0f
Santa Fe and Ren Martinez of Tierra
Amarilla.
NOTHING IS QUITE SO CONVENIENT AS TO BUY HIGH GRADE

AlBSIGflT,

LAURELS

Wijfl

GPERA STAR
ABROAD

ed to New Mexican.
Chef Harada, of the DcVargas hotel,

j

!

OER

Lost Saturday
Small Diamond
stick pin. Suitable reward if return-- j
4

GRAM

j

WILL

AS

WHO
A

HAS

GRAND

BOTH AT HOME AND
GIVE A FINE PRO-

NIGHT.

"I am glad to be in Santa Fe again."
So said Miss Claude Albright, grand
opera star, this afternoon and she said
it in a rich, musical voice becoming a
Bianu opeia queen.
Miss Albright arrived from Albu- iiuerque on the noon train and went
to the De Vargas hotel where her father who is managing her tour, had re-

PAY LOW served apartments.
N.SALMON.
E. Stanley
Seder, Albu(uerctie's
si Gnagey & Ervien for the Edison well known
musician, also arrived this
Mazda lamp. The only reliable lamp afternoon to take part in the concert
on the market. Why? Thos. A. Edi- tomorrow night at the Scottish
Kite
cathedral.
son, 'nulT said.
that
"I deeply regret to announce
Freezing Weather means see the
plumber. Well, see what the Santa ins. tuiipu neuuei-Huwin nut ne ueit
Fe Hardware & Supply company can tomorrow,' sain Miss Aiungnt, ner
do for you in their ad today.
voice tinged with sadness. "Mrs. HenOUR DISPLAY OF THIS WEEK derson's little daughter died suddenly
BRINGS A LOT OF CUSTOMERS TO Saturday, and naturally Mrs. HenderloUR STORE, WHERE WE SELL AT son Is prostrated with grief. It was
LOW PRICES. THE BIG STORE. N. so sad.
am sure her friends in SanSALMON.
ta Fe as well as in Albuquerque
Music Lessons Prof. I. L. Tello, share her grief.
who has studied in lierlin, w'il be
"In place of the violin numbers,
pleased to give lessons in vio'.ln, viO' therefore, we have arranged for two
i
lincello and piano. Terms or. appliea-- baritone solos by Thomas A. Christion. Phone 255 W., residence of tian of Cleveland, Ohio. Mr. ChrisFrank Plomteaux, 114 Cernllos street, tian has bene in Albuquerque tor some
Santa Fe.
time and he kindly consented to take
Scouting With the Scouts Quite a part in the concert. 1 am sure Santa
unmoor ot Doy scouts una menmers ot i..an8 will he delighted with his
the various city Sunday schools at-- voice."
tended Uev. Smith's lecture at the Old
The entire program, as finally arPalace Saturday night. The talk!
will be announced tomorrow.
was beautifully illustrated and great- - ranged,
Miss Albright and Mr. Seder went
ly appreciated.
to the Scottish Kite cathedral at 2
When you recover from the finan-- j o'clock this afternoon for a rehearsal.
clul strain of Christmas, make yourself
tomorrow
Mr. Christian will arrive
a present of a photo study from tho
tomorrow
and attend the rehearsal
studio of T. Harmon I'arkhurst, op-- afternoon.
poslte the Montezuma.
Miss Claude Albright is one of the
WE'VE THE SAME
SPLENDID
who have won
SUITS THAT WE SOLD AT OPEN- few American girls
abroad and who
ING OF THE SEASON FOR $15 AND fame at home and
$25, AND WE OFFER THEM TO OUR have been pronounced "simply great"
thunderer
CUSTOMERS
TO COME AMD SEE by the London Times, that
THEM AT THE HUB. N. SALMON. of journalism. Says the Times:
"Miss Claure Albright, as Azucena,
All the popular brands of cigars In
in 'II Trovntore' was simply great as a
Xmas boxes. Zook's.
Start the New Year with Sunbeam strong, tender contralto, capable of
Mazda lamps and beat the light com- producing a riot of cultured sounds
of your electric like a nightingale bursting its throat,
pany out of
light bills for 1914. Sparks Electric to descend with pleasing cadence in
the low notes, which revealed a wonCompany. Open evenings.
Starting the New Year Is now the derful compass of a marvelous voice."
problem. Do it right anil put that
Is Vassar Graduate.
loose change where it will do the most
of her career, the Musical
Speaking
a
pile. The Courier of Boston
good; watch it grow into
says:
First National bank will show you
"Miss Albright has also been enhow. See new ad. today.
as their leadWANT PROFITS gaged by the company
WE DON'T
of the roles of Carmen,
THESE DAYS. WE WANT CUSTOM ing exponent
ERS AT THE BIG STORE. N. SAL- Azucena, Venus, Ortrud, and the title
role in 'The Queen of Sheba.' Her
MON.
Solve the Christmas problem today. impersonation of the first named at
was a reFancy boxes stationery. Kodaks, Per- the Kennington theatre
fumes, hand mirrors, Brushes, Baby markably tine performance.
"She has a wide experience in the
Sets. Zook's Pharmacy, Inc.
'Xmas Day in Santa Fe A new representation of leading characters,
photo, taken 'Xmas day, the very best, and among her most signal successes
find most perfect, showing the oldest was Brunnhilde in 'Die Walkure.' Her
building in the V. S. A., the renowned versatality makes her a valuable acPlaza, and the hills in the distance. quisition to any operatic organization.
"She comes from New Mexico, the
Sent by mail at cost price. One copy,
She
10c; two, 13c; one doz., 70c. Walter lastest state added to the union.
Norton, Business College, Box 3S7, is the daughter of Colonel and Mrs.
J. G. Albright, of Albuquerque, who
Santa Fe.
is editor of the New Mexico
State
25 per cent discount from now to DeVascember 31, 1913, on all goods, watches, Democrat. She was educated at
sar
and enjoys the distinction
clocks, jewelry and silverware, at of college
being the only college girl on the
Wiese, Watchmaker and Jeweler.
opera stage.
grand
Medals
Wednesday
Night The
"She gained invaluable experience
sharpshooters of the national guard
who have won medals will, receive during the year that she sang the part
their honors Wednesday night at the of Kundry in Mr. Henry W. Savage's
armory. The jrovernpr, the adjutant wonderful production of 'Parsifal' in
general and officers will attend the America.
A Talented Linguist.
ceremony. Many ladies and friends of
"On coming to Europe she secured
the officers and men have been invited
an engagement at the Opera Comique
to attend.
in Paris, and her success during that
Get yorr Xmas and
New Year's
led to an excellent
offer for
year
25
cent
at
a
discount
presents
per
from now to December 31, 1913. F Bremen, which she finally accepted.
During a year's work there in the
Wlese, Watchmaker and Jeweler.
WE ARE NOT CONTENT WITH leading parts she gained a knowledge
of the German opera stage and conBATTLES ALREADY
WON, HOW- the atmosEVER, AND DURING THE COMING ditions, and experienced
YEAR, WE SHALL
PRESS FOR- phere which makes for remarkably
WARD TO STILL GREATER fine performances. She speaks GerACHIEVEMENTS. THE HUB. N. man, French and Spanish fluently,
and' through her residence abroad has
SALMON.
Cataract Removed The very, rare acquired a culture that gives her imand serious operation for cataract was personation, authority and charms."
performed here successfully by a local
specialist and as a result, the patient MAGICIAN SHOT
J. C. Jones, sees out of his right eye
for the first time in many years. He
AND KILLED WIFE
is a civil war veteran drawing a pen-- i
AND BABY
sion. About 27 years ago a cataract
began to form on his eye. Three
weeks ago he submitted to an opera-- '
Cincinnati, Ohio., Dec. 29. Robert
tion. Mr. Jones has two daughters liv-- ! Maloney, a magician, who registered
at a leading hotel under his stage
ing in Santa Fe.
name of J. R. Willard, shot and killed
RELEASED FROM JAIL
his w ife, Othello, and Frances, his one
MERCHANDISE
AND
PRICES AT THE HUB.
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IWATCHl
our windows. It will contain new photos
EVERY DAY of home people. We w ill
be closed from Sunday noon until Tuesday, on account of going to Albuquerque

THE GRAY STUDIOS
Santa Fe

Albuquerque
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Always Stop

J".

at the Ancient City's Pride,
MODERN

AND

ALWAYS
H.
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U

rasas
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LOBBY

VERANDAS

COMFORTABLE PORCH
SWINGS and ROCKERS

-- 1

Service and Cuisine
the Best in the City

.,

Ample facilities for large
and small banquets.

HOTEL DE VARGAS
EUROPEAN

PLAN.

WHOLESALE

AND

Pueblo, Colo., Dec. 29. .Released
from a cell in the county jail that he
might marry, Edward Green today,
was returned to the custody of the
turnkey after the ceremony. Green,
who is charged with assault,
was
joined in matrimony to Katherino
Lloyd in the office of Judge Sietz.
"I hope he will soon be released
for it is certainly hard to send a man
to jail on his wedding day," was tho
comment of the bride.

RETAIL

NOTICE.

Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
SEED.

All kinds of flowers,

The only exclusive

tardea

&

i

field seeds ia bulk and packag.

grain house in Santa Fe

j

j

PaoM Black

45

.

LEO HERSCH

OLD CELL

HOUSE

GUTTED

BY

AT PEN

FIRE WHICH

DOES $15,0000

Phone Black

45

San'ta Fe, X. M., Dec. 12, 1913.
The regular annual meeting of The
Santa Fe Hardware & Supply com- pany will be held in the office of the
twelfth for the
company January
transaction of such business which
may regularly come before the
Ing.
W. H. WICK HAM,

Sec'y and

Trea.

early today. Maloney then rushed
from the room in his undergarments
and ran shrieking down the street to
the suspension bridge, where he was
arrested.
In his cell Maloney cried repeatedly
that he had to kill his wife because
he saw the demon of darkness in her
eyes and in those of the baby.
"I hated to do It, but it had to be
done. I could see the devil walking
in the eyes of both," he said to Coro
ner Foerthyer.
Maloney said he was known In the
theatrical world as J. R. Willard, said
he had been married three times. He
married the woman he killed two
years ago at Little Rock, Ark. Her
name was Othello Harriman and her
father lives at Cusbing, Oklahoma.
Maloney said he was the son of
"Willard the Wizard" who retired
from the stage and is now Uvlng at
San Antonio, Texas.

DAMAGE

(Continued From Page One.)
prospect of standing guard around the
walls of the penitentiary tonight until
some arrangements can be made to
properly confine the prisoners.
During the progress of the fire, the
prisoners were all turned out in the
inclosure, and herded together like a
bunch of cattle. At intervals some one
would
start a yell, and a chorus
ot howls and cat calls would go up
which lead one to believe that they
rejoiced in the burning of their onlj
home.
Warden MeManus staied this afternoon that there was a big differenco
in the amount of money needed to restore the building to the condition it
was in when it burned, and the condition it should be in. Even the necessary repairs according to competent
builders cannot be made under
It was nlso stated that there
were four or five policies on the building, but, just the amount could not be
learned in the excitement.
Sidelights.
From 40 to 50 men, some of them
spectators at the fire, rushed into the
main building Bhortly after the alarm
was given, and proceeded to remove
furniture, rugs and household effects,
Even Christmas toys were brought
out, and one miniature house, turned
upside down, looked rather appropriate on the pavement.
One of the Santa Feans who helped
move out office 'furniture from the
main building says he got "just a
peep" at, the blaze in the old cell
house which he declared was licked
by "tongues of flame" and he added:
"That was some peep. I was glad to
$15,-OO-

ATS

MISS A. MUGLER

l"c

B;B a"u

"

MAY GO

COL. GEORGAS

TO HEAD MEDICAL CORPS.
nesses of the disaster, though they
ere very active in handling the hose
end rendering any assistance possible.
Washington, D. C, Dec. 29. Colonel
Superintendent Connor, the head of William C C.eorgas, the army medical
the school, was In charge of these officer, who made the Panama canal
volunteers.
zone habitable for white men, so that
the Atlantic and Pacific oceans might
be connected by the greatest engineerRODEY ANNOUNCES
FOR CONGRESSMAN
ing feat, of fie times, is foremost
Judge Bernard S. Rodey, former among those likely to be appointed
Republican delegates In congress from surgeon general of the army to sucNew Mexico, later district jud"0 for ceed Brigadier General Geo. H.
who died Saturday. It had origiseveral years in Porto Rico, and until recently United States district at- nally been planned to promote him to
torney of Alaska, with headquarters the surgeon general on General
retirement next June.
at Nome, has announced his candidacy for the nomination f'r congress on the Republican ticket in 1014. INVENTOR OF CASH
REGISTER IS DEAD.
says the Albuquerque Journal.
The information that lie will b a
candidate for congress is derived from
Dayton, Ohio, Dec. 29. John Ritty,
letters received by friend's here and (ia, who is credited with
inventing the
at Santa Fe. The news will not be a cash
register, died at the home of his
to Judge Rodey's friends,
surprise
sister, Mrs. Thomas Cooper here to
since it has been no secret that he day. He
got his idea of a cash regiswould again become active in .New ter
from watching the distance reMexico politics following his retirecording device in the boiler room of
ment from the federal service.
an ocean liner. Ritty died in only
was
who
here
Judge Rodey,
fair circumstances'.
for a brief visit to his family,
on his way from Alaska to WashingSHOOP RESIGNS AND
ton, to confer with political leaders,
MRS. YOUNG WINS OUT
lis expected to return to Albuquerque
Dec. 29. John D. Shoop.
Chicago,
offices
law
will
He
this week.
open
whose election as superintendent of
immediately, it is said, and resume Chicago public schools to succeed Mrs
the practice of his profession.
Ella Flagg Young, was cancelled sev
eral days ago by the board of educaSTEAMBOATS TO GO
tion, today formally resigned the poAFTER FREIGHT BUSINESS, sition and resumed his old post as
first assistant superintendent.
Chicago, III., Dec. 29. SteaniDOats
are to enter into active, competition FRISCO FACES A
with the railroads for freight and pasTELEGRAPHERS STRIKE
senger traffic, between Chicago and
Kansas City.Mo., next spring, accord(Continued From Page One.)
ing to announcement which reached
same
The
Chicago merchants today.
new task of transmitting train orders
announcement said that boats would by telephone.
Orply between this city and New
It developed during the recess of the
leans, stopping at the priric!pal t r i
conference this afternoon that receivers were willing to make an increase
points on the way.
of 3 or 4 per cent in the wages of
TURKEY TO BUY A
operators and divide this, not among
BATTLESHIP, SAYS REPORT all operators, but among those whom
the company felt were underpaid. The
London. Dec. 29. Captain Raouf telegraphers had asked for fifteen per
Pasha, of the Turkish navy, whose ex cent increase.
ploits as commander of the
It was intimated that if the reTurkish cruiser Hamidieh dur- ceivers refused to grant the demands
ing the Balkan war made him famous, of the telegraphers, the latter could
arrived in London today to complete, take the matter direct to Circuit Judge
it is stated, the purchase of the Brazil- Sanborn of the United States court,
ian dreadnought Rio de Janeiro
for who has charge of the Frisco system.
the Turkish government. The price Whether such an appeal would be
to be paid Is said to be $15,000,000.
made was not stated.
Tor-ne-

Tor-ney- 's

'

CHINA

HAND-PAINTE- D

Showing decorations to delight the eye are now displayed at
my store. There are articles to appeal to everyoneSteins,
Smoking Sets, Tobacco Jars, Card Cases, Vases, etc. The
prices are reasonable. Please call to see the China Articles
before the best pieces have been sold.

H. C. YONTZ, JEWELER,

SAN FRANCISCO

STREET.

OUR UNPARALLELED

Typewriter Rental Offer
Three Months
For

$5.00

For $5,00 we will rent you, guaranteed by us in
condition, an understroke model 6, 7 or 8
Remington Typewriter or understroke Smith Premier for THREE MONTHS.
Then you can buy a machine if you like, and w
will credit this $5.00 on the purchase.'!
good

j

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.
UFaLFA

--

j

SPECIAL RATES
s
BY THE WEEK

Meals a la Carte.

Room With Bath, $2.00 Up.
Room Without Bath, St. CO Up.

Montreal, Que., Dec. 29. Fire broke
out here this afternoon in a block of
stores and houses at tho corner of
St. Hubert and Ontario streets.
On
account of the water famine the fire
department was unable to check it.
At 2:30 o'clock, twenty buildings had
been destroyed and the firemen were
preparing to use dynamite,
The water famine that has prevaii-- j
ed here since the breaking of a mail)
several days ago compelled the firemen to fight the blaze with only one
stream from the hydrants and their
In half
chemical fire extinguishers.
an hour the fire had swept through a
block. All the apparatus in the city
was summoned and every chemical
evtinenisher available was Placed In
the hands of firemen.
From the block where it started, the
fire leaped across the street to a large
automobile garage, where a series of
gasoline explosions threw jets of
At this
flame in all directions.
point. Chief Tremblay held a consultation with his lieutenants and sent for
dynamite.
A mile of hose stretched to the St.
Lawrence river saved Montreal today
from a serious conflagration. On account of the break in the waterworks
in take pipe, which has caused a water
famine here for several days, the fire
hy(rari8 were all but useless. The
fire destroyed a block of stores and
houses at St. Hubert and Ontario
streets and caused $500,000 damage
before it was checked. With only one
weak stream of water at. its disposal,
the fire department was obliged at
first to depend on chemical extinguishers. Dynamite was sent for, but before it arrived, coupled hose brought
plent of water from the river and the
explosive was not used.

j

LARGE
AND

stii vi

Ml

v.

-

.

H

DEVASTATED
BY BIG FIRE

ARRIVES FOR

29, 1913.

get oul on the pavement again."
Carl Bishop, of the volunteer firemen, kept guard on the north side to
see that visitors did not break through
the lire lines. He did effective work.
A Fine Christmas Gift !
Society was turned out in full force
by 10 o'clock. Every kind of an auto- BEAUTIFUL. SCARF VEILS,
mobile was pressed into service to
NOVELTY RIBBON PIECES,
reach the fire and one saw a brilliant
array of plumed hats and dazzling cos Handsome Plumes,
"J1,
tumes. The fire fighters were cheered
elesex.
an
the
fair
and applauded by
Ostrich, which will make
As Company F has not been muster gant gift ; also many other artied in, a call for volunteers was issued cles I carry will make Xmas gifts
and many of them in the. company responded. It was a source of amusement to many people to see their
friends suddenly turn out in bright
SOUTHEAST CORNER PLAZA.
uniforms, with huge overcoats that
reached almost to the ground.
The Deaf school sent fire fighters to

MONTREAL BEING

Born

Grocery, Bakery and Market.

Auto Delivery Every Hour!

MONDAY, DECEMBER

SOLD ON THE

Easy Payment Plan.

RENTAL TERMS VISIBLE MODELS
REMINGTON

MONARCH

SMITH PREMIER

One Month, $3.00

Paragon Ribbons

Six Months, $15.00

Red Seal Carbon Papers

OUR PARAGON

TYPEWRITER RIBBONS AND RED SEAL CARPAPERS are recognized as the leading ribbon and carbon lines
on the market. v
They are the leading lines not only in quality, but in completeness.
And this completeness makes ft certain that we have got the exact
ribbon and carbon paper for YOU.
BON

Machine Catalogs and Supplies Booklet on Request.

REMINGTON TYPEWRITER CO.
(Incorporated)

Ill

South Fourth

St

Phone Main 674.

Albuquerque, N. M.

